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ABSTRACT

The headquerters of a railroad must (1) delegate the operation
of a terminal to local mrnegers, and Q) establish a seÈ of standards
that ensures Ehe performance of Ehe teruinal is consisÈent with the
systemr s budget and its goals for origin-to-destination trip time and
reliability. To do so, a perform:nce standard must help predict
terminal performance, help spot problems by showing where performance
has been below whaE was predicted, and finally, inform the terminal
Eanager of the needs of the sysÈem and moÈivate him Eo perforu as
predicted.

A standard rrill fu1fil1 these Ehree ro1es, and Ehereby elicit
terminal performrnce consistent rrith system needs, to Èhe extent it
both (1) is sinply calculated and staËed, and (2) respects Ehe
constraints of the Èerminal mânager. The roots of Ehese constraints
are operaÈing conditions such as the pattern of inbound Eraffic and
Èrain Eovemeots, whose variation is continuous and never fully
predictable.

Analyses of data from two classification yards leads Eo a set of
proposed standards. These include standards for the use of switching
locomotives, Ehe processing tioe of cars, and Èhe reliability with
which the yard peruits cars to rneke connections between trains.
These staodards can be puÈ in place using volume-variable budgets and
weekly performance reports Ehat juxtapose Eotal cost (actual and
budget) wittr service performance (actual and standard).

Thesis Supervisor: Carl D. Martland

Title: Principle Research Associate
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Authorr s Note

The author wishes to emphasize that Ëhe two railroad freight

terminals thaÈ are Ehe subject of this study are not treant to be

representative of the rail systems of their two countries. Rather,

^ 
this study analyzes these two very different terminals as a means of

illuminating how the standards thaÈ the study proposes night be used

to improve any terminalts perfornance.
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CITAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Essential Role of the ClassificaÈion Yard in a Railroad

System. The technology of the Ërain is such Èhat a railcar can moved

along a Erack at a reasonable cosÈ only if coupled to a number of

oËher cars in a train. Oue way to aÈtain this rninimum efficient

train load is to delay the departure of the car fron its point of

origin until the required number of cars, all with the same

destinatiou, have accumulated aE EhaE same point of origin, aË wtrich

point a Eraiu cau be ruu directly to Èhe carst co"-on destinaEion.

This is Èhe uoit Ërain. It leuds itself to goods flowing in high

voluue with geographically compact patEerns of collection and

distribution. The extreme example is coal moving from uine to power

plant.

More generally, however, the raEe of shipment of oEher cars headed

for the saue desEination is low enough Ehat to wait for the buildup

of the minimum number would imply unaccepteble delay for the original

car, not to mention e me oth car fleet. Therefore, a car typically

leaves its point of origin in a train of cars headed noË to the same

destination but roerely in çtre same general direcLion. AÈ one or rnore

poinÈs ia the cart s trip, the Erain in wtrich the car is rcving
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arrives at a classification yard, where its cars are sorted by

direct,ion of Èravel and regrouped into boÈh nainline trains

containing cers for the same direction and local Èrains bearing cars

for destiuatious aloug lines in the vicinity of the yard.

Despite a declining Eraffic base due to Èhe expansion of

highways, the concouiÈanÈ developmenE of competition frou

trucking, and Èhe developoenE of unit trains for bulk goods moving in

concentreEed flows, railroads around Èhe world continue to carry much

freight in isolated cars. The classificatiou yard lets the railroad

move such cars between Ehe many origins and destinations on its

neÊwork w?rile naintaining (l) an adequate load on each Erain, and (Z)

a frequency of departure of cars frou each origin that is acceptable

to the railroad's custouers.

The perforoance of a rail systen uay be guaged along Ëwo

distinct dimensions: cosÈ and service. lwo caÈagories of cost that

will be critical to our study are operaEing costs and capital costs.

The cost of a railroadts capital equipmenÈ, including its rolling

stock and fixed planÈ, is best measured in terms of opportunity cost,

i.e. the revenue forgone by diverting a piece of capital equipmenÈ

from its best alternative use. Two cortrmou reasures of a railroadr s

service perfor-ence are the mean origin-to-destination (O-D) trip

time it provides to each customer, and the reliability of Èhat Eime.

(A related measure is the mean response time to a shipperts call for

- 14 -



a railcar Èo load, and reliability of Ehat response, which depends in

part on the rapidity and reliability of the railroad's movement of

empEy cars. )

The Eime that cars spend making connecÈions from inbound Eo

outbound trains at classification yards is the largest component of

the car cycle and the central source of unreliability in

origin-to-desÈination trip times. If ] fne cost perfoflrurnce rneesures

we will be conceutrating upon in the classification yard are the

operating cosEs of the switching locomoÈives thaÈ sort the cars and

assemble them into outbound train, the clerical workers and overhead

costs associated with the switchersr operatiou, and the opportunity

cost of cars during the time they spend in Ehe yard (wtrictr is

approxi-eted in Ehe U.S. by Ëhe "per diem'r cost of each car that is

set by Èhe IntersÈate Comerce Cormission). I{e need a Eeasure of the

' service perfor-rnce of the yard È.hat shows how Ehe yard contributes

Èo 0-D perforuance., Such a ueasure is Ehe yardrs connecÈioa !

^ reliability. This reliability roay be represented . by a.-

upward-sloping curve that, g-{oN-S Èhe probability that a car will make

a connectioa betweer an inbound and outbound train as an increasing

functiou of the available tiue between Èheu. This is known as a

PMAKE function (for Probability of IIAKing Ehe connection), and has

been developed by the M.I.T. Rail Group. 121

A railroad is always trying to balance the Èwin pressures Eo cut
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costs and improve service in a way Ehat will improve profits or

reduce deficits. The weak link in the chain of understanding Èhat is

needed Eo strike this balance has proven to be Ëhe link between

service levels and revenues. General nodels of Ëhe demand for

freight Èransportation developed have been uaable to eccount for

enough of the factors affecting freight demand to see widespread use

by railroads. Instead, a railroad typically tries Èo find what

service leveIs will attract and reÈain the business associated with

specific shippers, corridors, or co"r-odities.

A railroadrs revenues certainly depend in part on the

origin-to-destinaÈion trip Èime and reliability it can offer to Èhose

who ship railcars over its lines. As noted above, this O-D

performance will be largely determined by the connection reliability

of Ehe classification yards through wtrich a car passes en route. In

this thesis, however, because of the difficultly of linking O-D

performance Èo revenue in any geueral way, lre will noÈ try to mrke an

explicit link between yard perforuance and railroad profitability.

InsÈead, we will assuure thaE Ehe yard unneger's goal is Eo acheive a

performance in Eerms of the dual measures of cosE and connecÈion

reliability Ehat is satisfacÈory to headguarters. This staÈeuent is

less intellectually satisfying Èhan the following, wtrich is the one

Èhat uicroeconomics would mpke: If all other aspects of its

operation are held constant, a railroad vill coutinue to spend more

money to improve Ehe connection reliability of its yard until the

- t6 -



rnerginal cosÈ of additional connecEion reliability equals the

narginal revenue to be gaiaed because of the additioaal business

attracEed by the resulÈing better O-D perforurance. However, the

first stat.enenÈ illuniuates much beËÈer the environmeuÈ in rftich the

yard manager and his superiors work.

1.2 A Brief Comparison of the Railroads in the U.S. and France.

This thesis will show how siuilar kinds of standards can be used for

-nageuent control of classificaÈion yards in the U.S. and France.

The two systems have some cormtron features, buÈ operate in

siguificantly different settings. The French population of 53

million lives in an area abouÈ Ehe size of Texas. This population is

not only more dense Ehan in Che U. S., but more ceuÈered around urban

agglomerations. This concentration has justified invesEuent in a

high-deusity rail passenger uetwork frou wtrich freight service

benefi Es . .

In France, the goveruuent has taken a greater role

in railroad investmenÈ Ehan in the U.S. While American freight

railroading comprises a uumber of privaÈe companies, ruost of which

make a uodest profit, the French National Railways (SNCf) is a

nationalized firm subsidized by the French goverment. A shipper in

the U.S. can typically choose among several compeÈing railroads in

-17-



rouÈing his shipmenÈs. Io contrasÈ, the SNCF has a rail mnopoly.

Like Ehe U.S. railroads, however, the SNCF must conpete lrith

carriers in oEher modes. In Èhe railroad's conpetition with the

Eruck, rail has Èhe disadvanÈage of shorter hauls in France than in

the U.S., but the advanEage granted by France's urban concentration

of being able to get within a pract,ical distance of a larger fraction

of Ëhe country's co-ercial acÈi viÈies. Exhibit 1-I surmarizes the

key quanÈitative differences between the Ewo systems.

In comparison rvith U.S. railroads, the SNCF places much uore

weight on schedule adherence by freight trains.'ihis is inposed by

Ëhe preseuce on Eost lines of frequenÈ, high-speed passenger trains.

on U.S. railroads, freight trains Eove at fairly uniform speeds, and

passenger trains are few. In France, on the other hand, 50

mile-per-hour freighÈ Erains must be noved between

frequent, 100-Eile-per-hour passenger trains.' On American railroads,

consequenËly, the train schedule is usually a guideline ÈhaE managers

apply flexibly according uo daily conditions, wtrereas ou the SNCF it

is observed Eo the minute wtrenever possible.

Another imporEant difference is EhaÈ the SNCF offers two kinds

of service co shipp'ers using the individual railcar, as opposed Èo

Èhe unit train: Ordinary Service and Accellerated Service. This

sLudy confines itself to ordinary Service, to wàich American rail

service is mosÈ analogous. (Some unit train services of U.S.
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EXHIBIT I.I

SELECTED I975 STATISTICS . U.S. AND FRENCH RAILRNADS.

(source: Union Pacific Railroad Co., A Surve.y of Rail-
roads in Selected Industrial Countries, New York, 1977)

route l ength (m'il es )

revenue freiqht ton-miles
(mi'l 'l i ons )

average lenqth of fre'ight
hau'l (mi l es )

revenue Dassenger miles
(mi'llions)

754,252 42,850b

51 5c

t,.s.
RatJ I roadsa

200,000

5,736

French
Na ti ona I
Ra i I ways

22.,478

181

3.l,346

number of employees 487,799 291,679

includes line-hauï U.S. railroads having annual revenues over
$5 mi'l'lion.
full car loads on1y.
averaqe haul of all these rajlroads considered as one system.
Averaqe haul of these railroads individual'ly was 309 miles.

a-
b-
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railroads, notably for perishables and for trailers or conÈaiaers on

fIaË. cars, is more like the SNCFIs Accellerated Service in its

greater emphasis on service over cosË.)

In Ehe absence of dense priority traffic, Ehe n*nagers of

American rail Èerminals can rationally sacrifice schedule adherence

in favor of other objectives, wtrich uay lead for example Ëo the delay

of Ehe departure of an outbound Erain so that soroe high-prioriÈy cars

can have Èime Ëo m,ke Eheir counection to it. This also happens in

the SNCF's AcceleraÈed Service, where a train may be held at a yard

pasÈ its scheduled departure for cars Ehat arrived 1ate, but the

train will then depart in an alEernate time slot thaÈ is fixed in

advance for wtraEever train may need it.

Given Ehe flexibility with which an American railroad typically

applies its train schedule, headquarters has a great need to

conÈroI Ehe day-Eo-dày decisions of line operations mânegers. The

frequent, high-speed passenger trains of Ehe SNCF change the Èime

horizon on wtrich Èhe bulk of operating decisions are oade. A new

operaËing plan is installed every six months. The high train density

of trains permiÈs few changes in the operating plan once it is in

place, and leave the dispatcher and yard trnager with a smeller range

of day-to-day choices.
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1.3 A Preview of the Coming Chapters, This thesis rri1l bring

to light the differeuces Érmong and the respective advantages of a

number of kinds of performânce sEandards for the G:lnegernenÈ of rail

classification yards. The sEandards refer to Ehe yardts performânce

in terms of the physical measures of yard activiÈy, and to Ehe cost

and service performance that the physical measures inply. Our thesis

is that a performance standard should have Èhree purposes --

prediction, troubleshooting, and motivation -- and that to accomplish

Ehese purposes, a sÈandard must respect a yard Eenager's constrainEs,

which may take Ëhe form of (f) a lack of full control over the

determinants of this perfornance Eeasure, or (2) a need Èo fulfill

other performance sÈandards.

Ilaving seÈ Èhe stage in Èhe present, chapËer, we.will examine in

ChapÈer Two in qualitative terms how several specific kiuds of

standards can be anÈicipaÈed Èo fulfill the triple role of

predicÈion, troubleshooting, moEivaEiou. ChapËer Three presents a

series of daËa analyses EhaE test each of these kinds of standards

using data from two rail classification yards, ore in the Uuited

States and one in France. In Chapter Four, we will see how Èhe

standards calculated in Chapter Three can be used in reports that are

part of the railroadr s mrnagemenÈ information system. ChapÈer Five

presents a surilnary and couclusious.
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CTIAPTER TITIO:

A TIIEORY OF PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

FOR THE CLASSIFICATION YARD

Before !ÿe can see how standards can help improvement Ehe

nÉrnagement of a railroad yard, we must examine whaL a railroad yard

is, what a performance standard should do, and whaE specific kinds of

performance standards we night apply to Èhe yard. This is the

purpose of this Chapter. Sectioa 2.L reviews the workings of a reil

terminal, including its physical elements, what it does, the

short-run and long-run decisions that affect the yardts perforuence,

and the ways in wtrich rre can measure that perfontrance. Section 2.2

defines Ëhe roles of a perfornance standard, Èhose of predicEor,

troubleshooËer, and motivator, and shows how Ëhese roles are

interrelated. Section 2.3 introduces several specific measures of

performance, including switcher use, the use of ancillary yard

personnel, fuel use, average processing time, and connection

reliability. It shows how these performence ueasures can be

controlled using several kinds of standards, each of wtrich we cen

distinguish by the complexity of Ehe compuÈations leading Eo the

standard, end the degree to vrhich Ehe standard varies with other yard

activity Ereasures. In ühe case of each sEandard, we Ehen show how
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these characteristics improve or hurE the ability of mânagers Eo use

the sËandard as predictor, troubleshooter, and moEivaÈor.

2.L.IIowaC1assificationY"@Inthissection,wewi11

discuss whaE a classification yard does, the kinds of decision iEs

uanagers can rnoke, and how their performance can be maasured.

SubsecËion 2.11 discusses Ehe classification yard in the conÈext of

the rail terminal of wtrich it is typically the principle feaÈure.

Subsectioa 2.L2 analyzes the components of the Eiue a car spends in

Ëhe yard. Finally, Subsection 2.13 shows how changes in a condition

Ëhat is largely out of Ëhe control of Èhe yard nânager -- inbound

volume -- cen, depending on his reacÈion to iE, affect yard

performance in conÈrasting t ays.

2.1I. The RaiI Terminal: FuncEions. Decision Variables, and

Perf ormance Ttleasures. Bef ore rÿe can speak of teruinal managemenÈ, eÿe

must examine in more deÈail the function and needs of a rail

classificaËion yard. ChapEer One described Ehe classification yard

as a place wtrere Erains enEer and Èheir consÈiEuent railcars are
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sorted according Eo their direction of travel. rn this section, we

will see thaE such yards ÈypicalIy are parts of rail terminals.

These terminals donf t just sort railcars, but also service

locomotives, serve as a base for train crerÿs, and handle the

paperwork and oEher conr-unications associated !ÿith Ehese Ehree

functions. A framework for seeing the overall working of a rail terninal

provided by C. D. Martland's description of transportation

terminals in general. t3] In this subsection, we will apply this

description to the rail terminal.

To understand yard operations requires EhaË we understand whaÈ

flows through the terminal, whaE the Eerminal needs in order Ëo

accouplish its tasks, the factors affecting yard operations over

which Èhe yard does and does not have control, how terminal

performance can be measured, and issues on wtrich Ehe yard meneger end

his superiors must focus. I{e must follow aÈ least four flows Ehrough

the yard:

l) Loaded and unloaded railcars, which are received in inbound

Erains, must be inspecEed and possibly repaired, and then

classified by outbound block. A block is a group of cars for a

cornmon destination point r+here they will either be passed Eo another

railroad, classified again, or placed in local trains for final

desÈinaÈion. These blocks are assenbled into outbound trains, and

inspected again before departure. This flow through the Eerminal is
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the flow sÿiEh wtrich we will be prinarily concerned in this thesis.

At a classification yard, the processing of a car typically enÈail

the following steps: the car enÈers Ehe yard on aa inbound Erain,

whose locomotives (and, in the U.S.'1 
".boo"") "." Èhen detached. A

sma1l locomoËive, adapted for use in the yard and wtrich we will refer

to as a "swiEchertr, then aEÈaches Èo Èhe cars. It moves each of Ëhem

onÈo a Erack in the yard corresponding to Èhe car's outbound block.

AÈ larger yards, this process is often assisted by a "hump," or

raised porÈion of track over which the switcher pushes cers, from

where each one rolls into its appropriate classificaÈion track.

Several hours before the departure of the outbound Erain thaE is Èo

pick up the cars ÈhaÈ have accumulated for a given block, these cars

must be asseubled. This rneans Èhey musÈ be pushed Eogether by a

swiÈcher, Ëheir couplers and brake hoses must be aÈtached, and in

soûe ceses the aÈtached cars Eust be noved Eo a departure Erack. Our

focus on Èhe flow of cars through Ehe terrninal will lead us to refer

to "Ehe classification yard'! raÈher Èhan the "Eerminalrr throughout

the resÈ of this thesis.

The remaining three flows Ehrough the rail terminal include:

2) The locomoÈives (and the câbooses) that musE be removed from

inbound trains, serviced and oaintained, and placed on

outbound Erains.

3) The crews of nainline trains, for wtrom the labor agreemenÈ

typically specifies uinimum periods of rest between train
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ass].gnEents.

4) The paperwork and other cotnmunicaÈion tasks associated with

all these elements.

In order Eo accomplish its tasks, the yard requires

1) an interface rith the rest of the railroad, including lracks

Eo receive inbound trains, information on the estimated

arrival time and the contenEs of inbound trains, and a

dispatching process Èhat determines wtren trains depart Ëhe

yard. A final element of Ehe yardts interface wiEh Ehe resÈ of

the railroad are Ëhe performânce standards ÈhaE are the subject

of thi5 thesis. Iùe will see in ChapÈer Four that one function

of these standards i, *O ensure that yard perforuance

contributes Eo Ëhe needs of Èhe system.

2) A means to trove cars, cabooses, crerÿs, and paperwork and

other information within the yard.

3) Places Eo hold queues of inbound trains, cers in

process, and ouÈbound Erains; places for queues of paperwork;

and facilities for crews between assignment.s.

4) An operating plan Eo guide the people responsible for

managing the various yard processes.

For the purposes of Ehis sÈudy, we will find useful a splitting

of the factors affecting yard operations into Ewo caËegories: those

Ehe yard mâneger typically controls, and those he doesnrt. Factors

over wtrich Ehe yard rnpnager has little or no conËrol include

1) the railroad's operating plan for its wtrole system, which
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determines how much Èraffic must be handled by this yard,

2) the pattern of arriving Ërains and cars, including Ehe average

arrival rate, the degree to wtrich it is cyclical, and its

predictability,

3) the capacity provided for holding queues, and

4) Èhe paÈteru of outbound departures and the capacities of the

outbound Èrains.

On the oÈher hand, the yard nâneger has uuch conErol over the ways in

which queues are handled, wtrich implies the servicing rate for each

process within Ehe yard. This rate can be varied by

reallocaËing yard personnel, switchers, and other resources.

The perforrnnce of a yard may be -easured along any of the

following dimensions:

1) The degree of utilization of the yard's resources, including

people, trackage, and equipment such as switching locomoEives,

as vel1 as the utilization of line-haul locomoÊives and train

cre!ÿs .

2) The everage time and reliability of the time needed Eo Eove

cars Èhrough the yard.

3) The costs of yard operaÈions, which may be analyzed using

the concepts of ÈoÈal and average cost, fixed and variable

costs, or capital and operating costs.

4) The capacity of the yard to hold and process cers.

The rmnager of the terminal or his superiors uusE focus Eheir

attention on the following set of issues. I{e will address each in
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this thesis:

1) The tradeoff between all cost,s and the leve1 of service that

the yard helps provide. Our discussion begins with Section

2.L3' s explanation of the effect of inbound voluue.

2) ttre tradeoff between yard operating cosÈs and the cost of

railcars. I{e discuss this tradeoff in Section 4.1.

3) The prediction of origin-to-desÈination perforoance as Èhe

sum of movements along a series of line segfiments between

classification yards, and processing Eimes aE these yards.

The heart of this process is the P}IAKE function for the yard,

which we discuss in Section 2.32.

4) Allocating responsibility for the utilizatLot of rolling

sÈock and for the opportunity cost of this capital equipment.

I{e presenÈ this issue conceptually in Section 2.L2, and

describe in ChapÈer Four precisely how the IIEans for such an

allocation night be put in place.

5) Establishing Eerminal performrnce standards that relaÈe Eo

Èhe operating plan and Ëo Èhe raeasurable aspecÈs of Eerminal

operaEions. I{e propose a specific set of such standards in

Section 2.3 and test Ehem in Chapter Three.

2.L2. The CmponenÈs of the Yard Time of a Car. Section 2.11

menÈioned that one measure of Ëhe perfor-rnce of a terminal is the
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average time and the reliability of Ehe time needed Ëo move cars

through the terminal' s classif ication yard. I.Ie'wi11 be particularly

concerned with the average amounf of Eime cars spend in the yard., !,Ie

can divide Ehis averege yard time inÈo four segnents:

(1) the period between the car's arrival and Ehe end of

its classificaEion,

O) the wait between the end of classification and Ehe start of

assembly of the next appropriate outbound Erain for the car,

(3) the possible delay to Ehe car, once classified and ready to

leave, in the event thaË its outbound train is fu11 and the

car musË therefore wait until the next train, and

(4) Ehe period between the start of the assembly of the cer's

ouÈbound train and its departure.

We shal1 refer to Èhe sum of segmenEs I and 4 as the cart s

processing time. Processing time is largely under the control of the

yard m.cnsggr. In addition t.o rnean processing time, however, the

average yard Eime of cars depends on segments 2 and 3. I{e will call

the sum of Èhese latter two yard time segments waiE time. Their
t

length'depend on factors Ëypica1ly beyond the yard menagerrs control.

Seguent 2, the average waiE in the yard between the end of

classificaEion and Ehe sÈart of assembly, depends oo Ehe frequency of

pickup of each block, which is determined by those mânagers who set.
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--the Èrain schedule, and

--the minimum train load facEor, which affects Ehe number of

cancelled and extra trains.

Segment 3, the delay undergone by cars Ehat are classified and

ready to deparÈ, but are left by their outbouud Erain because

Ehis train lacks the capacity to Eake Èhem, is determined

--like SegmenË 2, by the frequency of pickup of each block,

--by the capacities of the uoÈive power fleet, and

--by Ehe profile of the various line segments.

Clearly, none of these factors are under the control of the yard

unnager (though he rnay have some say in deciding on cancelling a

train or adding an extra). The yard Eenager should thus only be held

responsible for those perts of a carrs stay in the yard during wtrich

it was undergoing processing, i.e. the periods between its arrival

and the end of its classification, and between the start of its

assembly and its departure time. The only problen with this policy

is the possibility that trains already assembled uay be delayed pasÈ

the departure time the yard mânager had forseen when he began

assembly. At yards where such delays were significant, a solution

would be to consider the tioe during the delay to be part of wait

time.
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2.L3. The luoact of Chanees in Inbound Volume. At a

classification yard, managers deal with queues -- servicing Èhem,

finding space for them, predicting them, and preventing them. Queues

build up as trains, cars, cre!ÿs, and paperwork wait to begin Ëhe next

in their sequence of processes. The cause of the buildup may be

--random and cyclical fluctuations in volume (in daiIy, weekly,

seasonal, and multi-year cycles),

--breakdowns of equipment or facilities,

--unreliable line-haul train operation (both inbound and

outbound), and

--bad weaÈher. î,41

In this thesis, we will focus on the effect of queues of cars

creaÈed by variaEions in volume. The role of the local maneger is Eo

assure the adequate functioning of Ehe yard in the face of operaEing
hq,

condiEions over whichnfras no control, and which vary consËantly and

somewhaE unpredictably. An important. measure of Ehese operating

conditions is the arrival raÈe of cars at Ehe yard. This variabiliÈy

results from variaEions in customer demand, and from labor agreemenEs

and economies of scale that prevenÈ sone trains, especially Èhe local

trains Èhat pick up and set off cars aÈ cusÈomer sidings, from

operaÈing each day of Ehe week.
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I{e can imagine ËIÿo possible ways inbound voluue can affect

average yard time. Each of the Ewo effects acts oo one of the two

conponents of yard time: wait tiue and processing time. First,

increases in inbound volune can reduce average yarC tine by raising

outbound train frequency and thus reducing ruean waiË Èime. The

fasÈer cars for each outbouud block accumulate, the less likely is

cancellation of scheduled trains due to 1ow Èonnage, and Ehe more

likely is the adding of extra trains. The greeter the frequency of

outbound trains and thus the mean frequency of block pickups, the

lower ri1l be average yard tine. Ilowever, Ëhe effect of inbound

volume on Ehe number of outbound trains is likely to be weak for

three reasons:

a) Variation in volume is likely to lead managers Eo add or

cancel a train only wtren the number of cars is significantly above or

below Èhe capacity of a train.

b) Many other facEors will determine

on a given day or not, including weaEher,

availability, and a requiremenÈ or desire

weekends.

wtrether a train is operated

derailments, power

to work fewer crerÿs on

c) Some Èrains only pick up and set off cars.

Second, increases in inbound volume can affect processing times.
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Depending on the goals of the yard manager and Ehe degree of

utilization of switchers, higher volume nay lead to higher processing

time. The capacity of a swiEcher depends greaEly, of course,

on Ehe cusÈoos, incentives, and personalities of the people involved.

Capacity can therefore only be esÈimated. If the capacity of the

current number of switcher-hours is being nearly fu11y used, the

relationship between swiÈcher-hours, qean processing tine, end volume

is shown in Exhibit 2.-L. Depending on the incentives and constraints

of the yard manager, he nray, as shown in Exhi.bit 2-L, respond to a

higher wolume by either

A - keeping swiÈcher-hours constant and letting processing tine

deteriorate. Because of restrictions in the labor agreemenÈ, yard

unnagers may be unable to maËch Ehe oumber of crews worked each day

Eo Ehe volume on that day. The resulÈ is that cars tend Eo build up

in the yard, and cars arriving on Èhese days have Eo wair longer

before being classified or assembled.

B - increasing switcher-hours somewhat, but permitting a

moderate rise in processing Eime, or

C - increasing swiEcher-hours in order to keep processing time

constant. For example, the yard nanager can add a second swit.cher

during part of the d--ay to the hump, so one 
"rit"t,"t can be getting a

string of cars to classify while another swit,cher is classifying a
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EXHIBIT 2-1

RANGE OF RESPONSES THAT YARD MANAGER

MAKE TO INCREASED INBOUND VOLUME

i ncrease
sharp rise

thetical relationship
tween switcher hours and

processing time for a given
inbound volume

B-moderate rise in
both switcher-hours
and processing time

MAY

ln
ln

%x
"%

mean
proces s i ng

ti nte

switcher hours;
processing time

C-sharp increase
in switcher-

\ hours; no
'o\ increase'"oN in pro-

,OO

switcher hours
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previous string. IIe can also sinilarly add a second switcher to the

assembly of trains, or dedicaÈe a switcher to the servicing of local

customer sidings instead of making one of Èhe swiÈchers take tine off

Èo do so.

Let us see how higher volume could possibly lead Eo higher

processing times. Suppose the goal of Ehe yard mâneger is not to

keep a constanÈ mean processing Eime, but rather to simply keep the

yard unplugged. Whether or not a standard exisÈs for processing

tiue, the yard cqnnot conÈinue to function unless, on everage,

swiEchers hump Erains as fast as Ërains arrive, and unless Èrains are

assembled as fast as Ëheir cars are humped. The more volume rises

without the yard unnager adding any switcher hours, Ehe more likely

is this arrival raÈe to begin to exceed Ëhe raÈe at which Èhe yardrs

switching locomoÈives can classify cars and assemble outbound trains,

and therefore the longer will a given inbound Erain be likely to waiÈ

before being classified, and the further in advance will an outbound

Èrain have to be assembled if it is to be ready at Ehe scheduled

departure time of its train. 'If he is trying to mainÈain a

processing tine, on the other hand, the yard mânager will work oore

swiEchers at a low inbound volure so as to be able to hump each train

soon after it arrives. Iùe see, then, that to function at all, the

yard must assure some leve1 of processing time, buÈ thaÈ a level of

processing Eime that is beEÈer than the one needed merely to keep Ehe

yard fluid can be acheived if the yard mânager sees fit to pay for
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added switcher-hours.

0f course, the hypothesis that one operaÈing condition (inbound

volume) and one yard decision (the number of switcher hours worked)

determines mean processing Èiûe is an over-simplification. The yard

is buffeted by unpredictable variations in operating condiEions of

which total inbound volume is but a surîmary. The timing of inbound

and ouÈbound trains varies sornewhat unpredictably over the course of

the day, as does the distribution of volume among them. Also

affecting yard performance sooewhat unpredictably is Ehe weaEher, and

Èhe needs that rnay arise Eo expldite, repair, and occasionally

re-rai1 particular cars. Other decisions affecting processing time

besides the number of swiEcher hours include the yard mânager's

decisions on when to lrork the hours; where in Ehe yard Èo deploy the

switchers; and the order for humping cuts, assembling trains, and

doing other yard tasks such as moving cars Eo and from repair and

cleaning Eracks and customer sidings.

2"2. The Purposes of a Performance SÈandard. A cenEral problem

in any large organization is the conflict between delegaËion of

decisions, and coordination. This is exacerbated on the railroad by

its complexity, its geographic dispersion, and its changing, somewhat
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unpredictable traffic flow and enwironment. Headquarters must give

the manager of a classification enough freedom of action to operate

according to changing local conditions as he sees fit, but must

induce him to balance service guality and the v-arious categories of

yard in a way that is consistent with system neêds. Àn appropriate

performance sÈandard can help bridge Èhe gap between headguarters and

yard and fulfill three roles: as predictor, troubleshooter and

motirrator.

In the firsÈ two roles, a standard serves as a passive indicaEor of

yard performance for use by headquarters. In the third, the role of

motivaÊor, Ehe standard becomes a way for headquarters to actively

reach out and guide yard perfornance in line with system needs, while

continuing to fully delegate operation of Ehe yard Eo its local

managers.

The upper mânagemenÈ of any large railroad faces a dilemma. On

one hand, the coordination of such a geographically dispersed plant

requires Ehat daily co"'munication érmong mânagers be supplemented by

operating rules such as train schedules. The system is so complex

that coordinaEion requires a rigid procedure. On the other hand,

this same dispersion and complexity hinders co'r'munication between

headquarters and officers at outlying posEs about each problem or

each change in the railroad's environment. Despite Ehe railroad's

need for coordination, much decision-making has been de-cenEralized

because of both Èhe cosÈ of the long-disEance cormunication and the
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sheer impossibiliËy of headquarter's being able to digest all the

data for a complete centralization of decisions. Management musÈ

therefore try to fiad a happy medium beËween the standard procedures

required for coordination and the decentralized decision-making thaË

this complex, geographically-dispersed sysÈem needs in order Ëo

respond to unpredictable changes in conditions both internal (such as

sÈrikes, derailuenEs, and equipmenÈ failures) and external (such as

weaEher, the traffic petEern, and the demands of specific shippers).

Management must therefore define the duties of outlying roanagers,

including those at the railroad's classification yards, in a way Èhat

balances adherence Ëo rules and loca1 decision-naking..

a railroad yard is one of the imporÈant parts of the railroad

EhaÊ cannot be run froo headquarÈers. rt must be rnanaged by people

on the spot, but headquarters uust have control over the performrnce

of Ehese mânagers. Headquerters must possess a rÿay Ëo predict the

cosÈ and service performance of each yard, to spot trouble, and Èo

motivate yard managers to mainÈain or improve performence without

weakening Ehe power of these mrnagers Èo mpke day-to-day decisions aÈ

the yard. The performance standards reconmended by this thesis can

provide headquarters with such Ëoo1s.

, Iùe can look at the yard either of E!ÿo ways. First, !ÿe cen see

it as a Eechnological syst.eu Èhat, given Ehe level of service it is

supposed Eo provide in terms of processing time or other ueasures,
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consurres resources aË e rate we can predict on the basis of Ehe

operaEing conditions (such as volume) it faces from day to day.

Second, !ÿe can see it as a group of people. Iùe then see that the

rate et wtrich the yard consunes resources is not just a function of

the leve1 of service it provides, but also of the incentives thaË

headquarters mânagement provides to yerd mânagers. To each of these

poinÈs of view corresponds roles for a yard performance standard.

I{hen viewing the yard as an inanimate system, rde see that a

performânce standard is useful to headquarters both as

1) as a predictor of perforuance that helps headguarters

unnegement profitably balance cost and service in their decisions,

and

2) as a Eeans of troubleshooting, or of providing a "blinking

light" [5], because, if 'the yard generally displays the

performance predicEed by Ehe scandard, the standard provides a means

to let headquarters identify those specific arees of the yard's

operations where a problem exists and where therefore Èhe

headquarters Eranager should concenÈraEe his efforts Eo bring about

improvemenÈs.

Viewing Èhe yard as a humnr group, central r[Elnagenent f inds a

Èhird use for a perforuance sÈaridard:
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3) As an incentive to 1ocal mânagers Eo oaintain and improve

performancel The standard's roles as predictor and motivaÈor are

related Eo eâch other. Part of the predictive polrer of a standard

comes fron iÈs ability Eo motivate yard rÉnagers Èo live up to the

predict ion.,

The incenÈive is created by Ehe local managerrs expectaEion Ëhat

headquarters will cornpare actual and sLandard perfornânce

aË the end of each period. The relationship between the measurement

of perfornence and a standard for perforuance is illuninated by the

distinction Èhat Peter F. Drucker makes between t'controlrt and

rrconËro1s: tl

The synonyms for controls are EeasuremenÈ and informeËion. The
synonym for coutrol is direcrion.. . Controls deal with facts, that
is, with events of the past. ConÈrol deals with expectations, that
is, with the fuËure. Controls are analytical, concerned with what
was and is. Coutrol is normative, and concerned with whaE oughE Eo

be. t6I

If a headquarters Eenager uses his sEandard only as a way of

predicEing a facility's perforuance or of spoÈting trouble, the

standard is merely an aid to the interpreËation of the one-way

corr*unicaEion of the situation in the field. On the other hand, when

he seÈs a standard as a goal, he gains control over the roanagement of

the outlying facility. ü"ed ." a Eeans of motivation, the sËandard

is a means of cottmunication from headquarters Eo field as well as in
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the opposite direction. This helps insure that yard Eanegers act in

consonance with needs of the system, while systen mrnagers have a

quantified view of the tradeoff between cost and service aÈ the yard.

A good standard therefore lets yard rÉnagers oake their orÿn

decisions, but insures Èhat they will act in consonance with Che

needs of Ëhe sysÈem.

Drucker points out thet in a social organizaËion like a

business, the very fact Èhat an evenÈ is measured gives it a value in

Ehe organization Èhat will affecÈ the results of the measurenenL.

This is not bad, but is rather the essence of the way in wtrich in

which controls "become the personal rctivaEion Èhat leads to

control . I' Therefore, Drucker concludes , tt. . . the basic question is

not thow do we control?t but t!ûhat do we Ereasure in our conË,rol

system?rI t71 Also, however, the headquarters of the railroad will

better be able to predict Ehe performance of each outlying

facilities, spot problems there, and motivaÈe its .rnagers if sinple

measureuent of performance is juxtaposed rrith standards for

performance.
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2.3 llypotheses on Standards for SwiEcher Use and Car Movement.

In order to help headquarters predict, troubleshoot, and motivaEe, a

performance standard requires two general traits: it must respect

Ehe constraints of the yard m:nager, and it must be sinple.' These

desiderata are both complemenEary and in conflict. They complement

each other because a sEandard thaË is based on simple calculations

and staEed in a sinple form can be the subject of negotiations in

which Ehe yard ûBnager co--unicates his constraints to headquarters.

As the complexity of Ehe computations underlying a sÈandard

increases, headquarters and yard Eanagers have a harder tiue (1)

understanding Ehe standard, and accepËing Ehe reasoning by which it

eras created, and (2) negotiating over the degree to wtrich Ëhe

headquarters mânager should raise Èhe standards ir-r his effort to

provide a realistic target for better performence-. '.The goal of being

able to use Èhe standard as a motivaËing tool also requires EhaÈ iE

be easy to nodify to reflect changes in operating conditions with

which Èhe standard was not made variable. For example, extra

switcher-hours oay be needed during ,*ir,a".rJle or upgrading work thaË

perturbs yard operaÈions.

The goals of simplicity and respect for constrainËs will be in

conflict, however, whenever respect for a yard uanagerts constraints

requires Ëhat one of Ehe sÈandards dispLay a third trait:

variability. In this thesis, we will focus on perforrnance standards

for two critical treasures of yard activity: swiEcher use and car
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movement. I,Ie shal1 see that a standard for switcher use thaÈ varies

with volume Eay be harder for the yard rnanager and his superiors to

accept and negotiaÈe than a fixed standard. Ilowever,

nenager is also constrained by a processing tine sÈandard, then a

fixed standard for switcher will be ineffective, becpuse it ignores

the change in the constraint imposed by rising volume. I^Ie sha1l also

examine the yard time standard for cars. Ilere, a fixed standard has

the simplicity we desire, but ignores the effect on yard Eiue of the

frequency of block pickups, over wtrich Ehe yard 'mnager has little

conErol. I{e shall see thaE in both ceses, we have several ways out

of this dilenma. l{e can set a differenÈ standard for each day of the

week that reflects average operating conditions on each of the seven

days. 0r we can employ regression analysis Ëo set a standard that

varies wiEh actual operaEing conditions each day. Fina1ly, at least

in the case of the car Eovenent sEandard for Èhe yard, we cen seek a

disaggregaEe Eeasure of performance thaE lets us isolate ÈhaE part of

performance that is not subjecE Eo operating condiÈions beyond Ehe

yard uanagerr s conËro1.

In SecEion 2.13, we saw that if labor agreements or oÈher

instiÈut.iona1 factors have led the switchers Eo be under-utiLized,

the yard can absorb a higher volume with no increase in either

switcher use or processing times. Otherwise, however, as rùe saw in

Section 2.13 and particularly in Exhibit 2-I, the yard mânager who is
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faced with rising inbound volume has the choice between raising

switcher use or peruitting higher processing tines. If the

headquarters mânager seeks standards for both Ehese perforuance

Eeasures, he must recognize that Ehe yard mânager faces Èhis

tradeoff. To set a fixed standard for boÈh measures would be to fail

to recognize the yard man4gsçs constrainËs.

If the swiEchers are well-utilized, fixed sEandards for both

performance measures can fail to either predict, troubleshoot, or

motivate. The standards won'E predict well if volume Eurns out Eo be

significantly higher over the coming querter or yeer than predicted,

for the yard will have to work more switchers, 1et processing time

slip, or both. Even lÈ\ti:" not vary much from whaÈ was predicÈedlI
over the next quarter, it rlill surely vary somewhaE from week to week

and even more over the days of Ehe week (as we shall see in Section

3.2 ia the case of both the yards rre are studying). Therefore, a

fixed sÈandard for both swiEcher use and processing Èine will fail to

let these standards serve as troubleshooters, because even if all is

we1l, either processing times or switcher use will always be

fluctuating with volume, and headquarters will have trouble

discerning days when, in view of the pressures Eo keep both

performance Eeasures down, the yard failed to perform adequately.

6nolly.' 
{d"êd sEandards for both switcher use and processing time would

also fail to motivate the yard m:nager to rnaintain and improve
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pêrformence. Depending on the 1evel at which the twin fixed

standards were set, Ehey would either prescribe nore swiEcher-hours

than were needed at low volumes, too few switcher volumes at high

volumes, or both. No m:tÈer what level headquarters chose ror the

Èwin fixed standards, the sÈandards would fail to provide pressure

for the yard -nnager to improve his perforûence except over a narroh,

range of volumes. At other levels of volume, the standards would be

eiËher too high or too Iow. Conversely, to the exÈenË Ehat Èhe

standard varies in a way that approximaEely reflects the effect of

inbound volume, it rÿi11 more accuraÈely represent the perforlnnce Ehe

yard malager can achieve in terms of both switcher use and processing

Èine.

In this Èhesis, !ÿe propose to deal with the

switcher use and processing Ëime by establishing

processing tine, but a sÈandard for swiÈcher use

volume. J{e do so because

tradeoff between

a fixed standard for

Èhat varies with

- inbound

voluue has a much more significant effect on swiEcher use than on

processing time at the two yards we sÈudied. iFrom this we infer that

the managers concerned with both yards seek to vary swiÈcher use in

response to changes in inbound volume in a way that lef processing

time stay fairly constant. This undoubtedly reflecLs an implicit

consensus within the mânagement of each railroad about Ehe

approximaÈe balance they should strike between origin-to-destination

service quality (as affected by yard processing time) and sysËem cost
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(as affected by yard cosÈs). I.IhaE it almosÈ surely does not ref lect

is an explicit quantificaÈion of the way costs and service vary viLh

each other. I-stead, by degrees, the organizations have each arrived

at a policy for yard m:nsgenent Ehat, in combinaticn with the

policies with which the resE of the railroad has come to be ruu,

achieves an adequate overall relationship between cost and revenue.

The principal desirable features for a perforuance standard are

EhaÈ

I ) it should be simple enough in terus of the way it is

calculeted and stated to 1et managers at headquarÈers and the yard

uegotiate over how Èo adjust for (a) variations in unmeasured

operating conditions, such as construction activities in the yard,

and (b) in line with the desire of headquarters to set goals for

fuEure yard perforfllance, and

2) it should respect the constraints of the yard manager,

inc luding :

(a) fne pressure he may be under to perform in terus of other

performnnce Eeasures. For example, if headquarters hopes

to set a standard for switcher use that will predict, help

troubleshooÈ, and motivaËe, they must somehow take into

account whatever pressure Ehey are putting on the yard
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unnager to also keep average yard Eiue down.

(b) fne yard rnan6ger's lack of full control over Ëhe performance

Eeasure itself . For instance, if headquarters wan-ti to set

a standard average yard time, they must do so in a way Ehat

accounts for the fact Ehat the yard üranager has no conErol

over Èhe wait portion of yard Eime.

We therefore wanË our perfornance standard to be as simple as

possible but also Èo respecE Èhe yard rnenagerts constraints in terms

of his linited ability to affect this measure of performance and

his need È.o maintain perfornence in other areâs.

Sections 2.31 atd 2.32 present possible standards for switcher

use and cer Eovemett. In each case, one of the proposed standards

varies with operating conditions: these conditions are inbouud

volume in the case of swiEcher use and block pickup frequency in the

case of average yard Lime. If its sÈructure is simple enough,

managers can adjust the condition-variable sEandard just as easily as

Èhey can the fixed standard to take accounL of operating conditions

not included in the standard, such as construction in the yard.

However, Ehe frequency of these adjustrnents will be lessened E.o the

ext.ent that the condition-variable standard: takes into accounÈ

operating conditions for wtrich the fixed standard must periodically

be adjusted. Moreover, if headquarters seeks to elicit better

performance, the condition-variable sEandard will provide a steadier

pressure because it will tightly follow Ehe varying Pressure of
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constreints presented by operaÈing conditio.o.",

The accuracy of a standard as a predictor of aggregate

performance generally rises with the lengEh of Èhe period over wtrich

menagers use it to predict performance. By taking into account the

pattern of variations in operating conditions from day to day, a

condition-variable performance sÈandard rÊduces, at reasonable cost,

the period during whrch'the standard is effective.l Moreover,

whenever Èhe operaÈing conditions change from whaË Ehey have been in

the pasE, the.condition-variable sÈandard will do a better job of

predicting performance over the course of a quarter or a yeer.

['Ie have seen thaE in our aËtempt Èo set standards thaÈ predicE,

help troubleshoot, and motivate, !ÿe are caught in a dileuma between

variability and simplicity. The sÈandards for switcher use car

movement that we will discuss in the next Èwo subsections distinguish

themselves, not just by their respective degrees of simplicity and

variability, but also by trro oËher criteria relaÈing Èo Ehe first

ones. I{hereas simplicity and variability are traits of the standard

itselfr rrê may also speak of Ewo characteristics of the way we

determine the standard: the aggregateness of Ehe required data, and

Ehe complexity of the required computations.

I'Ie will discuss standards for three performence Eeasures: (f) a

major comp.onent of yard cost, switcher use; (2) a major subcomponent

This improwes the standard's effectiveness as a trou-bleshooter.
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of srÿiÈcher cost, fuel use, and (3) ana the yardts contribution to

the railroad's origin-to-destinaEion service, as enbodied in Èhe

movement of cars in the yard (neasured in terus of either nean

processing time or connection reliability). ConËrary Ëo whaE one

might Èhink at firsE, increasing daEa disaggregateness and increasing

computational complexity do not nec?essarily go hand in hand. I,Ie

will review a volumêirariable standard for switcher use Èhat is based

on aggregate Deasures of yard activity on each day (inbound volume

and switcher hours), but Ehat uses a relatively complex analytical

tool, linear regression. On the other hand, we will discuss a

standard for the rnean processing time of cars in which much more

disaggregate data on the arrival, classification, assembly, and

departure Èimes for Erains is simply averaged to arrive at the

standard.

All other factors equal r mâoâgêEs prefer standards based on

aggregate daEa and on simple calculations, because boÈh are cheaper

in terms of both nânpo!ÿer and daÈa processing needs. Indeed, a

Èradeoff nay be discerned beEween data aggregaÈeness and

computational siuplicity: \{e cen Eeesure the effecÈ of different

factors eiËher by spending more to measure the factors directly, or

by spending ruore Eo esËimate the effect of the factors using more

involved naËhemaEical techniques. I{e musË keep in mind, of course,

thaE vrhile either course of action may lead to a standard that

respects Ehe yard Eanager's constraints, the one based on simpler
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celculations will more easily be made the subject of negotiation, and

more easily be adjusted and accepted. The resE of this section

discusses the relaÈive advantages of several kinds of perfornance

standards for switcher use, fuel use, and car uovemenÈ, and Chapter

Three Èests the applicabiliÈy of Ehese standards at two highly

dissimilar classification yards. These analyses will illuminate how

sinplicity, variability, and data aggregateness should be traded off

against each other in choosing methods for the development of

sÈandards for the key measures of perforuance at a given

classification yard.

The sEandards we will propose and tesE are all based on pasE

data. C. D. Martland pointed out thaÈ we mâÿ not always be able to

develop a model of the relaÈionship between a performance measure and

its determinants. Sometimes rde can Eeasure the perforoance and

therefore have a standard for it, but have no way to relate Ehis

tot.al to it.s determining factors. tS] Even if we are able Eo

establish a relationship between past variations of a perforflrance

Eeasure and its detdàinants, we must be careful to observe how yard

performance was affected, not just by operating conditions beyond the

yard manager's control, but also by the particular incentives

provided by headquarters. I.Ie have noted Drucker's observation that

what a ûÉnager gets as a EeasuremenE is affected by the fact he is

measuring it. A corrallary to this is that whaE we cannot see from

the past relationship enortg variables are the standards or other
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incentivej to wtrich the yard rnâneger rras sub ject during Ehe period

covered by the data. I{e saw in Section 2.13, for example, Èhat Ehe

kinds of incentives that headquarters provides the yard mânager

regarding processing Eine will affecE how he strikes the tradeoff

between switcher use and the yard Eime of cars.

In the next two sections, vre will be particularly concerned

with Èwo caÈegories of standards: Èhose based on aggregaÈe, daily

Eeasures of yard activity, and those based on Ehe times at shich

individual trains !ÿere processed. hle will bring Èo lighÈ the

advantages of each by showing what happens when each is used as the

basis of a sÈandard for switcher use and car movemenÈ.

The sÈandards based on data concerning yard activity for the day

as a wtrole rely on rreasures such as total inbound volune and total

outbound trains, and on Ëheir relationship (1) to total switcher

hours in the swiEcher-use standard and (2) Èo average yard time for

cers in the yard Eiue sEandard. In conÈrast, the second caËegory of

sEandard is based on rnore detailed daÈa that is train-specific rather

than day-specific. These latter standards are based on ueasures of

yard acÈivity that refer to a siugle train, such as when iÈ arrived,

underwenE classificeË.ion or assembly, or departed, and all share a

concern for the various processes going ou in the yard. A standard

for total yard perfornence is then built up from observation of these

individual processes. l'leasureuents of how long Èhe classification
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end assenbly of each of a number of trains has Eaken become Ëhe basis

for a standard prescribing how long Ehese operations should teke in

the fuEure.
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2.31Possib1eStandardsfo.9@I1avingestab1ished

Ehe need for a volume-variable budget for swiÈcher use, we must now

consider the form in which we should staÈe it and how we should

develop it. This is the purpose of this subsecEion. Of course, Èhe

choices of staEement form and underlying data analysis are related.

I.Ie sha1l see that we could staËe such a standard either as a fixed

number of switcher-hours for each day of the week, as so ûErny

switcher-hours per cer, or as a linear ot-Inore complex function of

toÈal inbound volume. Our computational techniques can range from

division and averaging to linear regression and simulation. And, as

we said earlier in this section, the underlying data cao be either

train-specific, or be an aggregate measure for the whole day.

In deciding how to state the standard, q/e Eust consider how we

shall measure volume, and how we shall sÈate the relationship volume

should bear to switcher hours. tr'Ie could have stated inbouud volume

in terms of inbound cars, inbound Èrains, or both. In this thesis,

however, inbound cars is used as the sole measure (1) so as Eo have a

single measure of volume, thus keeping the standard simple, and Q)

so as Eo provide an indicator of the workload of Ehe entire yard,

including not jusË the receiving yard and hump, where Ehe number of

inbound Erains is also a useful gauge of workload, but also in the

assembly area, wtrere these trains cootinue to inpose work on Èhe yard

only in Lhe form of Ehe cars they brought,
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l{e could state the relaEionship between volume and switcher use

in several forms. Perhaps the sinplgst solution, wtrich, as we will

see in Section 3.3, is Èhe one inplicitly adopted by the French

National Railways, is to establish a different fixed standard for

each of the seven days of the week. (ttre sÈandard Eakes the form of

the detailed crew schedule displayed in Exhibit 3-18.) A1most as

simple is a raÈio: so many switcher-hours per inbound car. Next

most simple is the form we will adgpÈ: a linear function w"ith a

posiÈive intercept, i.e. a fixed number of switcher-hours plus so

Eany exÈra swiEcher-hours per car. More complex, non-linear forms

mighE possibly prove too complex to serve as the subjecE of

negotiations betweeu yard and headquarters uanagement.

The day-of-week sËandard will be adequaEe to the exÈent that,

whatever the pattern of variation in volune over the course of Ehe

week, this volurne is stable from week to week. As we shal1 see in

Section 3.31, the ratio of the variance of volurne to trean volume is

likely Ëo be smâller aE a large yard Èhan at a small one. The

hypoEhesis underlying the ratio standard ignores the significant

fixed elemenE in the number of switcher-hours Ëhat need to be worked

aË Ehe yard within a wide range of voluoes. This fixed element is

present is because

i) on uost railroads around Ehe world, the services of the

people operaÈing the switcher must be bought in discrete chunks such
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as the eight-hour shift.

ii) if nean processing time is not Eo rise significantly as

volume drops, and trains conÈinue Èo arrive and depart around Ehe

clock, aE least one swiEcher must be on hand Eo classify and assemble

trains even if it is idle for increasingly longer periods during the

eight-hour shifts of each of its crerÿs.

iii) a cut in inbound car volume typically appears much more as

a reduced number of cars per train than as a reduced number of

Èrains, and the Èime a swiEcher needs to classify or assemble a train

does not fall in proportion to a cut in the train's length.

Should volume decline: seÿ, 5 percent, the terminal ruanager is

expected according Èo the ratio standard to cuÈ his switcher use 5

percenÈ to remain at standard. The presence of this fixed element

means that in fact, a 5 percenÈ rise (or fall) in volurne can be

handled with a less than proportional rise (or cut) in total switcher

hours. In contrasE Eo the ratio standard, the linear sËandard

provides a way Èo constantly prescribe a number of switcher-hours

Èhat lets the yard handle the fluctuations in yard volume while

avoiding excess in either switcher time or the yard time of cars. It

can do so because it can include the fixed elemenË of the variability

of switcher use with volume.
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The disadvantage of Ëhe linear standard for switcher use is that

it requires more data and is less transparent than simpler

alternatives such as a fixed standard or per-car standard. But

either of these standards provides poorer predietion,

troubleshooting, and notivation because they fail to take into

account Ehe way mânegenent will vary swiEcher use if, in the face of

significant volume change, Èhe yard menagenenE is to perform

adequately in terus of both swiÈcher utilization and ueen processing

tine. I{henever a standard departs too much frou wtraE the yard

manager can achieve -- by being either too high or too 1ow -- it

loses its power as a way Èo encourage the yard rnânager to achieve Èhe

best performance he can. If a switcher use standard is eiLher overly

easy to make or, Ëo ciÈe Èhe more cournon case, overly opEimistic, it

is meaningless Èo everyone concerned. For'these reasons, neither a

fixed standard for switcher hours, nor a fixed one per car, is likely

to be satisfacÈory because it will at uost times either be too high

or too low Èo serve as a realistic target for iuproved perfornance.

Exiribit 2-2 illustrates this relationship.

On the basis of their respective conputaËional ueÈhods, we might

guess that fixed or per-car perforflurnce standards are somewhat easier

for uanagers at the yard and at headquarters Eo understand, negotiate

over, alÈer, and accept. The fixed and per-car sEaadards are based

on ariÈhmetic, rrtrereas Ehe linear standard is based on the

staListical technique of regression. Seeing Ehe effecÈ of adjusting
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inbound vol ume
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Ehe simple standards is also easier. 0n1y one number is involved in

the fixed or per-car sÈandard, buE aÈ least Èwo appear in the

linear standard. Ilowever, once everyone involved understands that

all thaË underlies the linear performance sEandard is the

matheroatical fitting of a line to a set of plotted points, they are

likely to accept the standard more easily.

tlaving setÈled on the form for the standard -- swiÈcher hours as

a linear function of inbound volune -- rre must consider how to

develop the sËandard. One Èechnique might be for the involved

managers Ëo reet and sinply negotiate a standard. They would do so,

however, with at least a general knowledge of how switcher hours have

varied with inbound volume at the yard in the past. Another approach

is to formalLy ar.a1-yze Ehis past relationship, and establish a

sun'mery of it thaÈ can be the starting point for negotiating the

final standard. This is the approach we will reconrmend here. The

analysis will take the form of a linear regression in vstrich the

independenE variable is inbound volume and the dependent one is

switcher hours worked aË the Ewo yards. 0f course, simpler

techniques of fitting a line to a set of plotted daLa points could

also be used Eo develop a linear standard.

One problem with using past data Eo establish a future

perforrnance standard is Ëhat the goals of yard manegers may have been

differenE. If we seek to set a sÈandard for swiEcher hours thaE
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varies with voluûre, we will get a distorted view of how the yard

menager should ,r., ,*iacher hours with volume in the future if we

base Èhat prediction on how the yard mânager varied crew hours with

volure in the past. In the past, the goals of Ëhe yard mânager, as

passed dowu by headquarters, -y have been the oaintenance of a lower

level of connection reliability. Or it rnay have been a performance

rueasure other than connection reliability, such as simply keeping the

yard fluid.

The linear st.andard is still simple enough to let headquarters

Eanagenent use their experience and judgemenÈ, first, to Èighten the

standard, end second, to conpensate for the fact Ehat the past

.perforu4nce on which Ëhey base the linear standard uay have been
b./

affecÈed Étandards or oËher incenÈives exis;3ting in Ehat past period,

and they feel that Ëhese incenÈives (e.g. a preoccupation rith

operating costs) tea oËher ûeasures of yard pêrformensg (such as the

yard times of cars) to be unsaEisfactory. This relaEionship is

illustrated in Exhibit 2-3.

A final reason the adjustability of the linear standard is

useful, paradoxically, is that it fails to Eake inEo accounE all the

operaEing condiÈions affecting perfornance. Indeed, it is flexible

and clear only because it takes inËo accounE one aggregete roeasure of

operating conditions, inbound volume.
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EXHIBIT 2-3

RELATIONSHIP A}IONG OPERATING

HEADQUARTERS' JUDGEMENT, STANDARDS,

CONDITIONS,

AND PERFOR}4ANCE

HEADQUARTERS,
EVALUATION

&
JUDGEMENT

FUTURE

STANDARDS

PAST
OPERATING
CONDITIONS

FIITI.IRE

OPERATING

CONDITIONS

FUTURE

PERFORMNCE
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In Sectiot 3.2, we review a sEandard for the number of crews Eo

be worked in which crews is a function not only of inbound volume buÈ

also of sËandard average yard time. Although this standard was based

on a regression that had a better staEistical fit than a regression

in wàich volume was Èhe only independent variable, this advantege was

outrreighed by the much greater difficultly in explaining the sËandard

Ëo EanagenenË. An important element of Èhis explainability is that a

standard wtrich varies with just one operating condition can be

illustrated graphically.

Other kinds of analysis have been used to establish a

volume-variable switcher use standard. For instance, what is often

called Ëhe "industrial engineering" approach Eo seÈting a sÈandard

for switcher hours is to go Èo Ehe yard and measure how long it takes

a switcher Èo perforu each of its tasks, including the length of time

needed to

--get an inbound cut of cars in position for classification;

--classify each car;

--correct classification errors ;

--extracE cars needing repair, deliver them Eo the repair aree,

and later retrieve them;

--make sure all cars oo a classification track are coupled;

--assemble outbound blocks of given lengths into an outbound

train.
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A range of computational nethods can be used Eo aggregate these

timings into a standard relating Ëhe number of inbound cars (and

perhaps inbound trains, outbound blocks, and outbound Erains ) to the

number of swiÈcher hours. These o:ry range from a simple adding-up of

Ëhe average durations of each of the components of yard processing,

Èo a simulation model in wtrich a disÈribution of possible toEal tiues

is obtained by letËing a random number generator come up nrith

hypotheÈical observations for the durations of each of Ehe components

of processing, the observations for the various conponenËs having the

same joint distribuËion as Ëhat observed in Èhe yard. The standards

for switcher use resulting from these analyses can have ratio,

linear, or oËhe1 rnafftsmaÈical fornf'

The drawbacks of Èhese nethods are the cost of the dat.a

collection and compuEaEion required, the possibility that srÿitcher

crews uay alter their behavior during data collection, and the

difficultly that ilranagement of the yard and headquart,ers Eay face in

applying their judgemenE and experience Eo the ruodification of the

standards. Despite their cost, rncrreover, even Ehese methods cannot

hope Èo include timings for all the yard activities Èo wtrich the

switchers Eust attend, including

--derailmeûts,
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--rush orders to extract and expedite specific cars,

--switching of customer sidings oear Ehe Èerminal, and

--crew break periods.

Consequently, the creaÈors of these standards are likely to have

to add a "fudge factor" if they hope to bring their standards up to

the amount of time actually used by the yard during Èhe base period

the creators use Eo calibraÈe the standards. The use of the

linear standard based on regression, on the other hand, assumes Ehat

rising volune will increase, to a greater or lesser degree, the time

needed for each of a number of yard tasks. It measures the average,

cumulative effect of these increases on Ëhe total swiEcher hours ÈhaË

yard uanagers felt they should work. An regression-based standard is

certainly easier than more couplex standards fornonagers to

undersEand, negotiate over, adjusÈ, and accept. Deciding wtrether the

more cornplex standards predict better in the short run (day or week)

and longer run (quarter and year) would require an application of the

regression-based method and its more conplex alÈernatives Eo a yard,

and comparison of Ehe results, an undertaking beyond the scope of

this study. llowever, in Ëerus of both the cost of data collection

and computaÈions, and of the ease rsith wtrich mpnagemenE can use Èhe

regression-based sEandard, it is clearly superior.
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2.32 Possible Standards for Car MovemenÈ. A sËandard for

switcher use is only effective if a sÈandard is also present for the

movement of cars through the yard. In this subsection, we will

propose two methods of developing a cer movenent standard. They are

roughly analogous to two meEhods we have described for developing a

standard for swiÈcher-hours. In the case of both swiÈcher-hours and

yard time, these standards uay be distinguished by saying thaÈ the

approach underlying one relies on regression analysis of aggregate

measures of yard activity, whereas Ehe other uses disaggrEgjE

measureuenEs of Èhe time needed to perform each of several yard

processes. The regression-based cer movement standard prescribes

average yard Èime as a function of outbound train frequency, and

provides a oeasurement of tneen processing time. In conÈrast, the

second cer rnoveuenÈ sËandard starts from disaggregaEe data on each

Ërain, and takes the foru of a fixed standard for processing time,
*ir"e

and a sÈandard distribution of processing[that headquarters mânagers

can use Eo predict origin-to-desÈination trip tine and reliability.

Theoretical grounds exisÈ for creating an econometric standard

for average yard Èiue Èhat varies wiÈh outbound Èrain frequency,

One feaÈure of the technique we will describe is thaE it provides an

estimaËe of mean processing tine. I{e start by noting ÈhaÈ average

yard time (AYT) = p + w, where p is rnean processing time and w is

mean waiE. If we assume that the arrival pattern of cars on the

classification track of each outbound block is random (a reasonable
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assuuption in any yard rdrere classification is occuriûg at rrcÉrt tiues

of the day and night), then

w = L2 / t,

where f is the æan frequency with ntrich the block is picked up

by outbound trains. !üe EIry ePproxinate f by

ntlb,

wtrere

n = departure raËe of traiue from Ehe yard per day,

r = average number of blocks picked uP Per traia, and

b = number of blocks made by the yard.

Substituting, re have

w=l2b/nr

and

AyT= p+l2b/Ûlr.

Now suppose we deteruine via linear regression the coefficieuts

bI aud b2 ia the following equation:

AYT= bI + b2(1/n).

Then, aa shown in Exhibil 2-4, bl can serve aÉr en estioeÈe of P, Èhe

meen processing Eime, and b2 es an estinaÈe of (LZt / t). Àgain

substitutiug, we caû deduce from Èhis the æan frequency of block

pickups:

b2 =L2blr

b2/12=b/r

f=nr/b
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1=!)a/b2

as well as Èhe size of the waiE component of yard tiue in terms

ot b2:

w=12/f

w=b2/n

The coefficient b2 will be an accurete basis for the calculation

of w to Ehe extent that:

I ) inbound and outbound trains are evenly spaced throughout the

day;

2) inbound and outbound trains each carry the same number of

cars ;

3) b, the number of blocks made by Èhe yard, is constanÈ; and

4) r, the mean number of blocks picked up per train, is

constant.

The first two conditions are never like1y to completely

fu1fi11ed, but unless there is a period of construction urhen the yard

is closed for many hours at a time, Ehey are like1y Ëo be fulfilled

to a greaÈ enough extenÈ Eo permit a reasonable estimate of w. As

for the last Èwo conditions, every time yard EânagemenÈ believes they

have changed significantly, Ehey could run a new version of Ehe above

regression and obtain a revised value of. b2,

Ilaving seen how we night set a regression-based car movenent

sEandard, let us turn to an alternative lnovemenE standard based on
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rnuch ü)re disaggregate, train-epecific data. A measure of a

classificaÈion yard's conËribution to trip time and reliability is

the yardrs connection reliability. Given the anount of available

tine betweeû en inbound and outbound train (AVAIL), the greater the

percentage of cars thaÈ nake the connection, the higher the yardrs

counection reliability. A complete picture of the yardrs connection

reliability takee the form of a function, PITAKE, that says what

perceotage of cars nake their connection at Ehe yard for each value

of AVAIL. [9] Once the P]IAKE function has been estimeÈed using past

data, it can serve as a stendard for connection relaibility et Èhe

yard in Èhe future, though mânagement Dây first wauÈ Eo alter the

suunary of past perfomance so that it reflects their expectaEions

and goals for the future.

Given Ehe train schedule, and the PMAKE function for each of

rail systemrs yardar mrêBêrg cen in principal deduce

origin-to-destination Èrip tiue and reliability for each Èraffic

f1ow. [10] A sinplified example will sho!, hovÿ the trip tiue ead

reliability cen be deduced for a car travelliog from poinÈ A to point

B via classificaÈion yard C. Suppose Ehe yardts PMAKE function shows

Ehat if eight hours are evaitable between inbound and outbound

Èrains, the car wi11, in view of the yard's proceÉising time

distributions and delays to cars due to left tonnage and train

cancellations, nEke its connection 60 percent of the tine. Suppose

further that each day, a Erain leaves point A at 1 a.m. for arrival
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cat yard five hours later at 6 a.m. Also suppose Ëhat eight hours

later, at 2 p.E.r a Erain is scheduled to leave yard C for a

nine-hour run Eo poinÈ B, arriving at 1l p.n. Since on average,60

percent of the cars will make Ehe connection between the two Erains,

we could state that 60 percent of the cars will have an O-D trip time

of 5 + 8 + 9 = 22 hours, and thaÈ 40 percent would miss their

connection and take 24 hours longer, or 46 hours, to geÈ from A Èo B.

If the yard uanager and his superiors uonitor Ehe reliability of

the train-to-block connecEions provided by the yard, they will also

know Ëhe degree to wtrich Èhe yard contributies to the

origin-to-destination transit t:' 
ql\&

iuèilreliability of Èhe cars it

handles. As Ehe connection reliability of a yard improves, so Eoo

will boEh origin-to-destination trip tine (as cars will tend Èo leave

the yard sooner after arrival), and the reliability of Erip tine (as

fewer cars will miss Eheir connection and have to waiE up Ë.o 24 hours

before Èhe next).
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CHAPTER fiIREE:

DEVELOPMENT OF PERT'ORMANCE STANDARDS

BY MEANS 0F AI.IALYSIS 0F DATA FROM TI^I0 YARDS

Ilaving put forward in Chapter Two hypotheses about the possible

advantages of several kinds of performance standards for rail

classification yards, !ÿe turn in this Chapter to e Eest of these

hypoÈheses that is based on analysis of data from two such yards. tle

introduce and compare the two yards in section 3.1. To each of the

three subsequenÈ sections corresponds standards of Ehe three kinds we

have proposed, which are based on analyses EhaÈ use iacreasingly

tls.ggr"gaÈe daÈa. In the three sections respecEively, yard activity

Eeesures are staEed in terms of averages for each of Ehe seven days

of the neek during a multi-week period, totals for each day during a

period, and values for each train or block during a day. In Section

3.2, we ata1-yze the weekly cycle of operaÈions at each by looking aÈ

the average values for each of the seven days of Ehe week of a number

of activiÈy Eeasures. In one case, these day-of-week averages will

become Ëhe standards we will propose for introducEion into Ehe

manâgement information system in Chapcer Four. Section 3.3 presents

regression analyses of Ehe two yards that lead Eo sÈandards for
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srÿitcher use and for average yard Èime. I.Ie conclude Èhat a

regression-based standard for swiËcher use is appropriate only if

volume varies significantly from week to week, and if yard nanagers

have significant latitude in Ehe number of switcher-hours they can

work. A5 for the regression analysis of the determinants of average

yard tine, we find that it provides a way of measuring the effect of

inbound volune and the number of swiEcher hours worked on average

yard Eime, but that it is not eccurate enough as a means of

measuring processing time.

A rcre satisfactory rneans of æasuring and setting a standard

for processing time is one of the subjects of Section 3.4, This

method is sinply Èhe direct easuremenË of the time needed Eo

classify and assemble each Erain. This ureasureoent is supplement.ed

by estinaEes of mean waiE time based on the frequency of block

pickups and left tonnage. The accuracy and usefulness of these

measureuenËs of processing tine and waiE time is verified at the

close of the section by comparing them to the direcÈ measuremenÈ of

their sum, average yard time.

3.1. The Classification Yards aË East Deerfield and Woipov: A

Comparison. In this section, we rrill introduce the two yards that
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ere the subject of our study, The two yards we will examine are EasE

Deerfield yard, the principal classification yard of Ehe Boston and

Maine Corp. (neU), and I,Ioippy yard, the largest classif ication yard

of the French National Railways (SNCF). The yards are respecEively

locaEed in wesÈern Massachusetts, U.S.A, and just north of the city

of Metz in eastern France. Exhibits 3-A Ëhrough 3-C show samples of

the B&M documents thaE served as sources for Ehe operating daEa on

East Deerfield that is presented in Èhis chapEer; Extribits 3-1 and

3-2 show corresponding SNCF docuroenÈs for Woippy yard (the l,Ioippy

switcher schedule appears in Exhibit 3-18). Exhibit 3-3 presenEs

some key operating staÈistics for the two yards.

A critical difference between the two yards is the degree of

mechanization of the humping operaÈion. Henry Marcus pointed out

ÈhaÈ this difference shows the tradeoff that exists between labor and

capital at a classification yard. Itf] The relative labor intensity

of East Deerfield reflects the lower volume of cars handled by Èhe

yard, and may also reflecE the higher effecÈive cost of capital faced

by the railroad of which East Deerfield is a part.

At l.Ioippy, the hump engine (vrtictr pushes the cars over a hump,

or raised portion of track, from where Ehey roll onto the

classification track correspoûding to their outbound block), the hump

turnouts (devices thaE direct the wàeels of a car onEo Ëhe right

track), and the hump retarders (wtrich brake each car just enough Èo
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EXHIBIT 3-3

KEY CHARACTERISTICS .-
EAST DEERFIELD AND hIOIPPY YARDS

EAST DEERFIELD I'IOIPPY

Physical traits

receiving tracks

departure tracks

classification tracks

braking of cars
rolling off hump

operation of
track turnouts

Operational traits

average inbound
cars per day

average switcher hours
worked per day

inbound cars per
switcher hour

average outbound
trains per day

average yard time
for cars (hours)

period over which
operati ng stat'ist'i cs
cal cul ated

at each turnout from hump

1
)a

)

l8

hand brakes
on cars

413

46*

9

12

20.7

March 5
th rough
June .l0,

1982

17

l4

48

computer-
control led
retarders
in track

2179

89

24

70

13.7

0ctober I
th ro ugh
December 23,
I 981

* excludes overtime
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prevent it from hitting other cars on iÈs class Erack too hard, but

leave Èhe car with enough uomentum Èo clear the way for following

cars) are all remote conErolled. An employee at the Eop of Ehe hump

conErols Ehe speed of the hump engine via radio, and selects the

appropriate classification Èrack according to each car's desEination.

A computer Eeasures each cer's accelleraEion via electro-megnetic and

radar devices, and applies retarders to the carts wtreels long enough

to slow Èhe car to the right speed. At East Deerfield, in contrast,

the huoping locouotive is operated by its engineer, who cousrunicaÊes

by radio and hand signal with employees who position track ÈurnouEs

by hand, and set Ehe hend brakes on cars to limit the cars' speed as

Èhey ro11 off the hump.

A schematic of Ehe track layouts of Ëhe Ewo yards is shown tn

ExhibiE 3-4. The diagrams illustrate üIoippyrs uore efficient layout.

At l{oippy, inbound cuts are rerely pushed from the receiving track

over the hu p. At EasÈ Deerfield, an extra sEep is needed: Èhe cuË

must first be puIled out of the receiving t.atk. Sme ouËbound

blocks at East Deerfield must also be shifted Eo anoËher

classification Erack or a departure track, but uost depart direcEly

frou the classification track.
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EXHIBIT 3-4

TRACK LAYOUT SCHEIIAT]CS

OF EAST DEERFIELD AND

NOIPPY YARDS

(not to scale)

I receiving/departure tracks

I 8 cl as s'i f i cat'i on tracks

EAST DEERFIELD YARD

hIOIPPY YARD

48

cl as s i fi cati on

trac ks

departure
tracks

rece'r v1 n q

tracks
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3.2. Analysis of the Cycle of Yard OperaËions over the Seven

pays of the Week. In this section, we will boËh characEerize and

analyze Ehe two yards by means of the average values for each of the

seven days of the week of a number of yard activity measures. The

weekly cycle of operaÈions in each yard will be examined. I^Ie will

discern evidence confirming some of the causal relationships among

inbound vo1ure, switcher use, block pickup frequency, and average

yard time that we presenËed in Chapter Two, but find no confirmaËion

of oEhers. The seven average values for one of these Eeasures, the

average yard Eime for East Deerfield, will be included as Ehe

standard for yard tine perforuance in the control system r{e propose

in Chapter Four.

Exhibit 3-5 presents the average figures. for the key operating

measures for each of Ehe seven days of the week. C. D. Martland

pointed out EhaE Extribit 3-5 serves as a sunmary of yard perfornance.

By arranging the data in this way, and adding columns as needed, yard

Eanagers can spot problem areas. They can also use Ehis arrangement

of Ehe data as a basi" ,*rr.fr"rt technique Èhat helps Ehem understand

Ehe impact of the weekly traffic cycle on operating perforoance.

[12)

Several of Ëhe hypotheses we presented in Chapter Two are

confirmed in Ehe daÈa of Exhibit 3-5. These hypoEheses concerned the

effect of switcher-hours on processing time (Section 2.L3), inbound
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EXHIBIT 3-5

AVERAGE VALUES OF SELECTED ACT]VITY MEASURES AT EAST DEERFIELD AND

WOIPPY FOR EACH DAY OF THE I.IEEK

EAST DEERFIELD MARCH 5 THROUGH JUNE 10 1982

Fri day

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tues day

Wednesday

Th u rs day

TOTAL

switcher hours
worked

(excl udes
overtime)

48.8

48.0

40.0

39.2

48.0

48.8

48. 8

46.4

inbound cars
per

switcher hour

l0
l0

7

7

9

9

l0

outbound
trai ns

12.9

r 0.9

10. I

12.0

I 3.9

12.2

13.4

12.2

average
yard time

21 .4

?3.8

20.5

18.8

19. 4

21.0

r9.0

20.7

average
i nventory

I 383

I 384

I 032

878

1263

I 336

I 381

I 288

i nbound
vol ume

509

488

283

277

449

415

468

413

l/'l0IPPY OCTOBER I THROUGH DECEMBER 23 '1981

i nbound
switcher cars per
hours swi tcher
worked hour:

Fri day

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tues day

Wednesday

Th urs day

TOTAL

inbound
vol ume

2830

2086

219

I 807

2800

2621

2888

2179

outbound
trai ns

average
yard time

11.5

13.2

24.0

25.3

il.9
11.2

12.3

13.7

il3
104

37

4B

107
.l07

.I08

89

25

20

6

38

26

Z4

27

?4

9l

73

l9
49

85

87

88

70
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volume on both processing end waiÈ times (Section 2.13), and outbound

Èrain frequency on wait time (Section 2.32). In order to show these

relationships more clearly, sone of the values presenÈed in Exhibit

3-5 are plotted in Exhibits 3-6 and 3-7. E:ùibiÈ 3-6 presenÈs the

average relationship between cars arriving per swiËcher hour and

average yard time over selected days of the week at Ëhe Ewo yards.

Section 2.13 described Èhe tradeoff between higher switcher hours and

higher processing Èimes Èhat is faced by the yard m,nager as inbound

volume rises. If switchers are already well-utilized, and if the

yard manager does not increase switcher hours as volurne rises,

processing time will rise. One way to n€asure the degree to wtrich

Èhe yard mânager responds Ëo to changing inbound volurue is in terms

of inbound cars per switcher hour. This is the variable on the

horizontal axes in Extribit 3-6. On the vertical axes is average yard

time, which, as rre saw in Section 2.L2, is partly determined by mean

processing Eiue. Insofar as the yard urrnager keeps swiÈcher use

steady and leËs processing rise with volume, and insofar as toEal

yard time reflects processing time, we would expecÈ average yard time

to rise wit.h cars per swiE,cher-hour.

Such an increasing relationship is not obvious in ExtribiE 3-6

for either yard. Ilowever, in boÈh cases, the relationship between

switcher use and inbound volume on one hand and average yard Eime on

Ëhe hand is affected, as rùe predicted it would be in Section 2.32, by

the frequency of outbound trains. Note Ehat aE East Deerfield, the
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EXHIBIT 3.6

CARS ARRIVING PER SI.IITCHER HOUR VERSUS AVERAGE YARD TIME FOR AVERAGE

VALUES OF SELECTED DAYS OF THE I^IEEK, EAST DEERFIELD AND I^JOIPPY YARDS

.--'claverage L ,

yard

time 3 3

eu

e1

EEt

13

TB

l^Jednes day
(2s.6)

tr

Tues day
(26.1)

ÊlJ
cars arriving

EAST DEERFIELD

tr
Saturday

(21.0)

Th u rs davtr e6.3)-

1E
per swi tcher-hour

[i]lâi 'S unday
(22.1)

tr

tr

6

('in parentheses: averaoe outbound trains durinq. this dav and the next.)

1+
average

yard

t'ime 6 SaturdayH (73)13

1Ë
Fri day

(et )

Th urs day(88) tr

tr
Itrl

Tue s day
(85 )tr

11

lüednes day
(87 )

ËB É+
cars arriving per

I.IOI PPY

average outbound tra'ins aFing this day only.)

LU
sw'itcher-

hour
('in parentheses:
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relationship is roughly iising over Ehe seven days of the week except

Sunday, wtren the relevanÈ outbound Erain frequency is at its lowesÈ

Qz.l) and thus yard time is high, and Thursday, wtren this same

frequency is high (26.3) and Èhus yard Eime is Iow. As for l{oippy,

where we have excluded the weekend shutdown days of Sunday and

Monday, we see a clean increasiug paÈtern excepE on Saturday, when

outbound Erain frequency is much lower Ehan for the oEher four days

on the diagram.

A more direct way of examining the effect of inbound voIurre and

outbound Erain frequency is provided by Extribit 3-7. Ilere, for both

yards, rde see that average yard Eime is clearly falling with

increases in outbound train frequency. Yet average inbound volume

seerns to have an effect as well, at least at East Deerfield. Note

thaÈ in the diagram for East Deerfield, Ehe low volume days of Sunday

and Monday eppear in the southwest part of the diagrau, while the

highest-voluroe day, Thursday, appears in the northeasÈ. This may be

a coubinaÈion of two effects. On high-volume days, processing times

uay be longer, as we saw in Section 2.13, and outbound train

frequency may be higher, as rùe sarÿ in Section 2.32.

Analyzing averege values of yard activity lneasures for the seven

days of Lhe week can form Ehe basis for performzrnce standards. One

such standard that was proposed for East Deerfield yard was based on

the day-of-week averages for the yard shown in Exhibit 3-8, rrtrich
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OUTBOUND TRAINS VERSUS AVERAGE YARD TIME FOR AVERAGE VALUES OF SELECTED

EXHIBIT 3.7

Average inbound volume 'in parentheses.)

ave rage

yard

ti me

DAYS OF THE WEEK.

.-t .1È'i

É3

3É

e1

EE

15

1E

average

yard

time

1T

EI
Saturday

( 488)

t,*lednes day
(415)

tr

Fri day
(5oe)

tr
S un day

(283)
tr

Monday
(277)

tr

Tues day
(44e) tr

tr
Thurs day

( 458)

1e
number of outbound trains

EAST DEERFIELD

Th urs day
(2888)

FÏ

'iEà33i.

'= 
Friday

i^rednes day - 
- (zaso )

(2621) t-!

5ul
number of outbound trains

\{OI PPY

i4

14

L3

Saturday
( 2086 )

tr

i1
lEI
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crews,
day 'l

6. 80

s. 86

5.t9

5.21

6.46

6.60

6 -57

s4. t

63. 3

45. 1

41 .l
47.1

53.3

5?.2

21.0

23.5

19.7

19.6

16. 5

18.9

20.0

22.3

22.0

19.7

I7.8

17.8

19. 4

20.5

AVERAGE INBOUND CNNS,

THE WEEK,

EXHIBIT 3.8

EAST DEERFIELD YARD .
CREWS, AND YARD TIME FOR EACH

MARCH 27, I98I THROUGH AUGUST

OF THE SEVEN DAYS OF

lg, l98l

Fri day

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

i nbound
cars,

day I

368

371

234

216

304

352

343

average average
yard time yard time

inbound for cars for cars
cars arri ving arri ving

per crew, oh on
day I day I days I and 2
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correspond to a period in 1981. Exhibit 3-8 is the first appearence

of the Èerm "crewr" which is the unit in wtrich Ëhe Boston and Maine

Corp. cusÈomarily measures switcher use. It is equival-ent to eight

switcher-hours. Appropriately transforued, average yard time and

inbound cars per crew displayed Ehe nearly linear relaEionship shown

in Exhibit 3-9. The fitted regression line surmarized Èhe past

relationship among volume, crews, and yard time. IÈ could have been

kept in its linear form, and used as a standard for average yard time

as a function of inbound cars per crerÿ:

average yard Eime, days 1 and 2 =

0r it could have

for switcher use

yard time:

crews to

(

9.64I + .201 (inbound cars per crer{, day 1)

been algebraically transformed into a standard

as a function of inbound volume and standard average

be worked, day 1 =

.2Ol (inbound voluoe, day 1)) /
((average yard Eime, days I and 2) + 9.64I)

Ultiuately, however, the decision was rnade not Eo use this

standard aÈ Eest Deerfield. Because Èhe data on wtrich Ehe regression

analysis rdere averages for each day of Ehe week, and not individual

days, using staÈistical analysis to calculaEe confidence intervals,

as \{e will do in Section 3.3, rdas impossible. Theref ore, knowing the

degree of accuracy of Èhe estimated coefficients (.ZOt and 9.641) was

also impossible. AnoÈher general problem with regression analysis of
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(Shown are averages

I4arch 27 and August

EXHIBIT 3.9

EAST DEERFIELD YARD -
INBOUND CARS PER CREW VERSUS

AVERAGE YARD TIME

for each day of the week for available'data
.l8, .l98.l, plus fitted regression line. )

between

avera9e
yard time
for cars arriving
on days I and 2

?3
??
ZL
?6
1S

18
L7
t6
T5
14

Sat.
E

Fri.
tr

Mon.@
El Thurs .

E I{ed.

58
inbound cars

6g
per crew,

day I

7B
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day-of-week averages is thaE because the various easures of yard

acEivity each flucËuate on sone weekly cycle, every variable, if

transformed with Ëhe right running averages or lags, can be showrr to

be correlated rrith every other. The standard was also unsaÈisfactory

because it did not Èake into account the frequency of outbound block

pickups. Our discussion in SectLod 2.32 leads us to expect that this

pickup frequency should significantly affect Ehe waiE portion of yard

t,iue. The data analysis for the two yards shown in Extribit 3-7

supporÈed Ehis argument, and oËher analyses Ehat we will sunrnarize in

Section 3.3 confirm it.

3.3 Regression Analvsis of Èhe DeterminairÈs of Switcher Use and

the Yard Tine of Cars. Regression analysis of two or more yard

activity neesures provides a way not just to estimate the average

relationship among them, but also to quantify Èhe degree of

uncertainty of this estimeËe. In Section 2.3, we saw Èhat linear

regression could be used to provide standards for switcher use and

average yard time. In this secEion, we will test these Eechniques.

!{e r,rill also employ regression analysis to esÈimate the effect of

inbound volume and switcher use on average yard time.

In Section 2.31, we hypothesized EhaË a sEandard for swiÈcher
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use based on econoneEric analysis would be more useful as a

predictor, troubleshooter, and motivator than either a fixed or

per-car sÈandard. In this seclion, we will estimate such a sEandard

for both East Deerfield and I'Ioippy. Our goal, as already described

in Chapter Two, is noÈ to gain the best possible staEistical model of

the relat.ionships betweea yard activity neasures, but rather to

develop a standard thaÈ manages not only to respect Ehe consEraints

of the yard m:nager, buE a1 so Eo be as simple as possible. I^Ie will

conclude that such a standard is appropriate at East Deerfield, but

not aE Woippy, retrere volume varies less and Ehe latitude of yard

uanagers to alter the number of switcher hours is reduced. I^Ie will

show, however, that regression analysis of Ehe relaÈionship at tr{oippy

between volume and switcher use serves as a Eearls of evaluating the

weekly cycle of swiEcher use inplicit in Ehe crew schedule.

I,Ie will also use linear regression to investigate the effect of

inbound volume, and the number of swiEcher hours worked, on average

yard time. I,Ie will find no basis for stating Ehat variaEions in

average yard tiue can be Ëraced Èo inbound volume or swiÈcher use.

As proposed in Section 2.32, we will use the relationship between

outbound Erains and average yard Eime Èo estimate the average

processing Eime aÈ each yard. Ilere, the estimate of variability

supplied by Ehe regression analysis will prove valuable, for it will

let us determine the degree of uncertainty surrounding the processing

Eime estimates. Einally, we will show how regression analysis of
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s!üiÈcher use

case of the

how a ratio

can be used

standard for

standard may

to evaluate Ehe

the fuel use of

be as good as a

crew schedule,

East Deerfield

Iinear one.

and in the

switchers,
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3.31. Alternative Regression Models. In order to test our

hypoEheses abouÈ the possible causal relationships among measures of

yard activity, two sets of roughly para1le1 regression models for the

yards were estimated. Exhibit 3-10 su"rnarizes the characteristics of

the variables used in the models. The daËa from East Deerfield run

from early February through early June, L982, whereas Ehose from

I{oippy are from the lasÈ quarter of 1981.

Sundays and Mondays \{ere omitted for l^Ioippy because

classification and train assembly aÈ Ehe yard ceases fot 24 hours

starting I p.r. each Sunday. Use of data for Sundays and Mondays

would lead to overstaEemenÈ of the correlations emong the yard

activiEy uleasures because switcher use, volume, and train frequency

all drop precipitously during this period, while yard time rises

sharply.

Average yard time for each day at East Deerfield is the average

amount of time ËhaE cars arriving in Èhe yard on that day spent in

the yard on thaÈ day and succeeding ones. The SNCF estimates average

yard time for each day at l^Ioippy by Èaking the average of 24 hourLy

ÿ€#+ car inventory counts, and dividing the result by the number of

cars that left the yard during the day. This is not a fully accurate
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EXHIBIT 3.10

Surmary qt Characteri sti cs

of Variables Used i|t Regression flodels

East Deerfield !,loiooy

number of 97
observati ons

10/1/81
throuqh
12/23/81

Tuesdays
throuqh
Saturdays

58

measure of actual, for cars average inventory
average yard arriving on day t _ dUfiru_lev I
time,"aaÿl ffi

da.y 'l

variable used I I
toexpresseffect ffi ffi
of frequenc.y of da.y I and 2 dav 1

outbound trains

variable for number of number of
number of 8-hour shifts switcher-hours
swJtcher-hours (exc'ludes overtime) (al'l-inclusive)

dates covered 3/5/82
through
6/10/82

days of week all seven
i ncluded
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Eeasure of Ëhe average yard tiue for these cars, for it ignores

whaEever amount of Eime they night have speat in the yard on previous

days, and includes part of the yard time of cars Ehat will leave on

future days. However, it does provide an accuraEe treasure of toÈal

car time incurred Ehat day in the yard.

Corresponding to the two distinct methods of calculating yard

Eine for the two yards are two variables we will use in estimating

the effect on yard time of outbound train frequency. Recall that in

Section 2.32, we proposed to estimate Ehis effect by finding the

coefficient of 1/D, vtrere D is Ëhe number of departing Erains per

day, in a linear regression whose dependeot variable is average yard

time. Since at East Deerfield rÿe ere concerned rrith predicting the

yard È.ime for cars arriving Eoday, and yard time averages about 20

hours aE Èhe yard, we would expect this yaid Eime to be as much

affecËed by outbound train frequency tonTmorrow as by todayrs.

Therefore, to measure the effect of outbound Èrain frequency on the

average yard Èime of cars arriving at East Deerfield on day 1, the

frequency of outbound Erains !ftrs treasured for days 1 and 2. (A more

relevanE period over which Eo measure this frequency uight have been

for example from 8 p.n. on day 1 until 8 p.m. on day 2, buË this

would have required Eaking account of the exacE departure time of

each train , ) On the other hand, for l{oippy, only todayl s outbound

Èrains were included in D. Iüe night expect yesterdayrs outbound

Erain frequency Eo have some effect on Eodayrs invenËory, especially
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in the early morning, but since average yard time is only 13.7 hours,

this effect nill be swarnped by today's train frequency.

Finally, we should note that whereas the ÈoÈal number of

switcher-hours for l^Ioippy each a"y hrtS used, only those

switcher-hours were used at East Deerfield for wtrich crews were paid

on a straight-tine as opposed to overtime basis. This choice lets

the performânce etandard thaË results from the regression uodel

fit rnore easily into existing Boston and Maine managenent practices.

0n the B&M, yard nanagers can increase swiEcher-hours pieceueal by

giving overtime to sr{itcher cre!ÿs that are already on duty, but Ery

insÈead to call other cre!ÿs for additional eighÈ-hour shifts Ehat are

paid at the straight-tine rate, which is lower Èhan Ehe overtiue

rate. (We witt discuss this pay structure in more detail in section

4.2.) The rneasure of switcher use on wtrich Èhe B&M therefore

concentrates is the number of eight-hour shifts worked,

For each yard, we sought the statistical relationship

between average yard Eime and the three Eeasures we have hypothesized

as possible deterninants of yard Èime -- inbound volume, switcher

hours, and outbound train frequency. Ideallÿr we would measure the

effect of each of Èhese variables on EhaE portion of yard Eime we

believe they really affecE. In other words, rre r{ould measure Ëhe

effect of inbound volume and switcher use on processing Eime, and the

effect of outbound Erain frequency on waiÈ Èime. Unfortunately, the
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resources available to Ehe auÈhor prevented him from collecting and

processing the neccessary daÈa over a long enough period aÈ either

yard. Ilowever, a benefit of Ehis limitation is that it led Lo Ehe

developmenÈ of some less data-intensive methods of setÈing standards,

which are described in this thesis.

As a preliminary step in the statisÈical analysis, the

correlation coefficienËs auong volume, swiÈcher-hours, and outbound

Ërains were found. Exhibit 3-11 shows these coefficienEs. The rnean,

range, and standard deviation of these Ehree variables, and of

average yard time, are shown in Extribit 3-L2. Note in Extribit 3-11

Èhat boEh yards display a siuilar degree of positive correlation

between inbound volume and switcher hours. In contrast to Ehe

relationship between volume and switcher-hours, the correlaÈion

beÈweeu inbound volume and the outbound train variable is

dramaEically different between the two yards. This relationship is

insignif icant for East Deerfield, but for !,Ioippy we see that days

wittr trigtrer inbound volume also have a strong staEistical tendency to

have rnore outbound trains.

The above discussion of Ehe correlations among inbound volume,

switcher-hours, and outbound trains serves as a prelude to a series

of regression models that were fiEted in order to see how these three

variables each affected average yard time. The results of these

rnodels are surunarized in Extribits 3-13 and 3-13a. Our goal was Eo
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inbound volume &

switcher hours

inbound volume &

outbound trains *

switcher hours &

outbound trains *

* outbound trains
i nc] uded

EXHIBIT 3.II

C0RRELATI0N C0EFFTW,
S}'ITCHER-HOURS, AND OI.'TBOUND TRAINS

EAST
DEERFIELD

.609

.074

.019

days I and 2

hIOIPPY

.408

.800

.389

day I
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inbound volume:
mean

maximum
minimum

standard deviation

switcher hours:
mean

maximum
minimum

standard deviation

outbound trains:
mean

maximum
mimimum

standard deviation

average yard time:
mean

maximum
minimum

standard deviation

EXHIBIT 3.12

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF VARIABLES

EAST
DEERFIELD

4t3
643
178
1't6

46,0
55
32
4.4

12.2
17

3
2.2

20.7
40
1?
3.8

I'l0I PPY

2678
3235
1602

400

il0.I
125
99
5.8

86. 4
t04
56
9.5

ll.8
24.9
9.2
2.1
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EXHIBIT 3.I 3

REGRESSION MNDELS FOR AVERAGE YARD TII4E. (t.statistics in oarentheses ) .

EAST DEEP.FIELD

averaoe yard time,
day I

averaoe yard time,
day 'l

lr,0IPPY

average yard time,
day I

= 3.5 +
(1 .s)

= -1.3 + l0.l(-0.7) (?.4)

= -'19. I
( -4. 3)

/ i nuorna\

r?:1r(::J't /.

(:r*i'1.r81t, )

average vard time, _ .g7 -da-v 1 (0,2)

corrected R2 = .4.I 5

corrected R2 = .44?

.543

dtraibound
I

).,r:rT fiïÿ
corrected R2

).,):si t
corrected R2

/i nbouna
. oo]82 I vot ume .
(-2.6) \aav I

/swi tcrre
+ .17 | hours,

(s.01 \ou, I
out
day
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D(HIBIT 3-l3a

REGRESSION MODELS FOR AVERAGE YARD TII4E

hIITI] INBOUND CARS PER SIdITCHER HOUR

AS SECOND INDEPENDENT VARIABLE

(t-statisti cs in parentheses)

4.1 + .068 /inuouna .rrtr + 381= (r z) (o s) [rn,":*ll;ï) 
(8 3)

corrected R2 = .4oB

average -7.7 + .222 /intouna .u.\ + .1203

yard time, = I per switcher I
day 1 (-l .8) (2.4) 

\hour , dav 1 f (.5.8)

EAST DEERFIELD

I,lOI PPY

average
yard t.ime,

day 'l

corrected R2 = .399
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find the effect of inbound volume, switcher-hours, and ouEbound

Erains on average yard time at each of the yards. At East Deerfield,

however, Ëhe strong correlation (.509) between inbound volume and

switcher hours meanE thet we could noÈ include both Ehese variables

in our regression uodel. Our goal for East Deerfield was Eherefore

Èo find out whether inbound voluue or switcher hours would be the

best second independent variable to sEand alongside Ehe outbound

train variable in the regression model. Similarly, aÈ l,Ioippy, the

stroûg correlation (.800) between inbound volume and ouEbound E.rain

frequency forced Ehe exclusion of these two variables from the same

regression model. Our goal for I,Ioippy was Ehen to find which of

Ehese two variables, inbound volume or the outbound train variable,

would serve uost saEisfactorily as a second independenÈ variable to

go with switcher hours.

Let us first look aÈ Ehe choice between inbound volume and

swiEcher hours at East Deerfield. Exhibit 3-13 shows uhat wtrichever

of these Èwo variables is included as the second independent

variable, the effect of the outbound train variable on yard time

remains extremely strong, as indicated by a E-statisÈic of over 8 in

both cases. In Extribit 3-13a, we see thaÈ outbound train frequency

also retains this explanatory porÿer wtren the second independenE

variable is inbound cars per swiEcher hour. The t-stat.istic of this

variable is 0.5, and Èhe corrected R-squared is .409. Returning Eo

Exhibit 3-13, we see that wtren inbound volune is the second
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independent variable, its E-staEistic is 1.1 and the correcEed

R-squared of the model is .4L5. Iühen this second variable is insÈead

switcher-hours, t-statistic and R-squared rise to 2.4 atd .M2. Our

choice for the second independent variable should therefore clearly

be switcher-hours.

Now we turn Eo the choice at l{oippy between inbound voluue and

Ehe outbound train variabte as the second independent variable in our

prelininary regression model for yard time. The first independent

variable is switcher hours, wtrich Extribit 3-13 shows Eo have a

significant t-steÈistic regardless of wheEher the second variable

included in the rnodel wittr it is inbound volume (where the

swiÈcher-hour t-statistic is 2.9) or the outbound train variable

(wtrere the switcher statistic is 5.0). Ilere the choice cânnot sinply

be made on Èhe basis of the degree of significance of the two

prospecÈive second independent variables, because Ehe t-statistics of

boÈh are significant. Instead, we can choose beEweea the ruodels on

the basis of Èhe greaÈ difference in their overall explanatory power.

When inbound volume is the second independenË variable, the modelrs

R-squared is only .L32, whereas wtren Èhe 'outbound Erain variable is

the second, R-squared rises to .532. (n*riUit 3-l3a shows Ehat for

I.Ioippy, if in a regressiou where Ehe ouÈbound train variable is the

oÈher independent one, switcher-hours is replaced with inbouTrd cars

per switcher-hour, the t-sÈaËistics for Ehese variables are 5.8 and

2.4 respectively, and the correcEed R-squared of Ehe rnodel is .399.)

- .l03 -



Through a process analogous to Ehe one we followed for East

Deerfield, we arrive for l{oippy aÈ the saue conclusion as at East

Deerfield: on the basis of sËaÈistical explanatory power, the best

regression uodel for average yard time is one Ehat includes (1) the

outbound train variable and (2) switcher hours. Ilowever, for reasons

(explained in Section 3.5) relating to Ehe unexpecÈed positive sign

of the coefficienÈ for switcher use in both cases, switcher-hours was

dropped as a variable from both models. As Extribit 3-14 shows, this

leaves regression models wtrose È-staÈistics for the outbound Erain

variable (8.3 for East Deerfield, 5.6 for l{oippy) and overall

explanatory porrer (R-squares of ,4L3 for East Deerfield, .349 for

I{oippy) are reduced but sEi11 accepÈable. ErùibiÈ 3-15 shows scatter

plots of the Èrÿo sets of data, and the fitted regression lines.

These regression models provide us with estimaËes of mean

processing time aÈ the two yards, as well as rvith the q*rerewithall to

state the certainty surrounding Ehese estimates. Sectiod 2.32

explained that in a regregsion of average yard Èime on outbound train

frequency, the intercept coefficient bl is an estimate Ehe yardrs

rueen processing Èime. Exhibit 3-14 therefore shows that estimates of

the mean processing times aE East Deerfield and trIoippy are

respectiveLy 4.8 hours and 1.9 hours. The certainÈy of these

estimates is given by Ehe confidence interval we can construct around

each. Using the method described by l{inkler and llayes [13], if we

- 104 -



EXHIBIT 3.I4

REGRESSION MODELS FOR SWITCHER-HOUR USE AS FUNCTIr)N OF INBOUND

V0LUI4E AT EAST DEERFIELD AND l^l0IPPY YARDS. (t-statistics in
parentheses ) .

EAST DEERFIELD

swi tcher-hours ,
day I

I,'O I PPY

sw'itcher-hours ,
day I

94.3 + .00588(te.B) (3.4)

corrected

_ 36.4
- (27.4)

+ .02328
(7.5)

corrected
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EXHIBIT 3.I5

OUTBOUND TRAIN VARIABLE
PLUS FITTED REGRESSION LINE,

VERSUS AVERAGE YARD TIME,
EAST DEERFIELD AND t,{OIPPY
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assulDe theE the randou-error terms in the regression are independent,

have Ehe same variance for all values of the independent variable,

and are norually distributed, we can deduce Èhat the probability is

95 percent ühat Èhe true rnean processing Eime for East Deerfield lies

between 1.0 hours and 8.7 hours, end 80 percenÈ Ehat ic lies between

2.3 hours and 7.3 hours. The result for I{oippy is still less

certain. The esüimate of a mean processing time of 1.9 hours at

Woippy is so uncertain that, under Ëhe above assumptions, the

probability is 20 percent Ëhat the real rrnan processing cime is

greater than 5.8 hours, and 5 percenÈ Ehat it is greater than 7.9

hours.

Ilaving examined Ehe possible scaCisËical evidence of the effecÈ

of volume, switcher use, and outbound train frequency ou average yard

Eime, let us turn to regression analysis of the effect of inbound

volume oo switcher hours, r+trich will provide us with Ehe linear,

volume-variable sÈandard for switcher use IJe proposed in Section

2.3L, Extribit 3-16 shows Ehe results of the regression analyses for

each yard; ExhibiE 3-17 shows the corresponding scaËter diagran and

fiEted tines. ExhibiÈ 3-16 also shows thaÈ in both cases, the

t-steEistic for inbound volume (East Deerfield, 7.5; Woippy, 3.4) is

significant when used as Ehe sole independent variable in a

regression model in wtrich switcher-hours is the dependenÈ variable.

Unfortunately, the explanaÈory power of Ehis roodel for l{oippy is very

Iow ( .152).
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EXHIBIT 3.I6

REGRESSION MODELS FOR AVERAGE YARD TIME AS FUNCTION (:|F OIJTBCIUNI)

TRAIN FREQUENCY, EAST DEERFIELD AND I,IOIPPY YARDS. (t.statistics in
parentheses )

EAST DEERFIELD

t^lOI PPY

outbound trai ns ,
day I

2d R- = .349

average yard t'ime, - I .892
dayl - (l.l)

outbound trains,
days 1 and 2

d R2 = .413

average yard time, - 4.837 +

da.y1 - (2.s) (

c
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EXHIBIT 3-I 7

INBOUND VOLUME VERSUS SI^JiTCHER.HOURS,
PLUS FITTED REGRESSION LINE,

EAST DEERFIELD AND I^lOIPPY YARDS
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3.32. Use of Ëhe Switcher-Use Standard Èo Evaluate the Crew

Schedule. Nevertheless, !ÿe can enploy this su'nmary of the

relationship between inbound volune and switcher use at l{oippy in an

evaluation of (1) ttre crew schedule that is set at the start of each

six-nonth schedule period, and (2) the modificaEions Ehat managers at

Woippy have made to this schedule in response to Ehe operaËing

conditions they encountered each day. The volure-variability of a

switcher standard does not have to be real time. Instead, it may be

)4^o
roritten into Ehe crew schedule. This is Èrue oË'Ywitcher schedule

for l{oippy, uhich varies over the seven days of the week. The

relarionship wre have developed berween inbbund r"rrt*'ffh%;gf,epoirr."

out any day of Ehe week on rùrich, for example, Eore switcher hours

are indeed needed to handle the higher average volume on that day,

but noË as mâny hours as are actualty scheduled. Where

volume-variability is ruore a result of Èhe crew schedule (as at

I{oippy) than of the real-time decisions of yard mânagers (as at East

Deerfield), the statistical relationship between volume and switcher

use can still be used Eo evaluate nLqnagemenÈ decisions -- except that

now the decisions are Èhose of Ehe mânagers wtro seË the crew

schedules.

- 'll0 -



Exhibit 3-18 sho!ÿs the SNCF docunenE su"-arizing the weekly

swiÈcher schedule at I{oippy. The implication of Ehis schedule is

that 104 switcher-hours are scheduled to work each Saturdayr 106 each

Tuesday, and 113 each ÏIednesday, Thursday, and Friday. The bottom

half of ExhibiE 3-19 relaÈes Èhis scheduled switcher use to the line

that was fitted in Èhe regressiou analysis in Extribit 3-16. Plotted

in this diagram on the boEtom of E:dribit 3-19 is scheduled swiËcher

use on each weekday versus average actual volume on that weekday

between October 1 and December 23, 1981. Ihe fitted line shows Ehat

the scheduled crew use roughly follows Ëhe overall paËtern of volume,

but thaÈ indivisibilities in the way Ehat yard nânagers can adjust

switcher use prevent a perfect match of switcher use to voluæ. The

Èop half of Extribit 3-19 differs only from Èhe boÈton half in that

whereas the boÊtom half showed scheduled switcher use oTL each of Èhe

five days, Èhe top half shows average acEual switcher use during

October I through Deceuber 23, 1981. This diag.". "hoJÈhat, if we

accept the line fitted in the regression of Extribit 3-16 as a

standard, Fridays at the yard Èended Eo be days wtren switcher use was

above standard. This poorer performance appears compensaEed Eo a

degree by the low average yard time on Fridays, but in the absence of

separate ureesuremenE of Ëhe processing and waiE conponents of yard

Eime Ehat rse will describe in SecÈio, 3.4, we cannot judge to vrhaÈ

ext,ent Ehis lower yard Èime is affected by uore intensive switcher

use es opposed Èo Ehe frequency of Ehe pickup of outbound blocks.
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l^lOI PPY YARD

LTAYS OF THE

sr,ri tchf r{ ?
hours I r ='

t 1'Ë

111
11ts
185
iEfi
187
I f4Ë

1fi=
1ü4

swi tcher
r.lou.J E t3

t 1Ê
!.11;
11+
11É
tr ltjt
114E

1rAü

184
1ÉE
1 rSrr

EXHIBIT 3- I9
. VOLUME VERSUS SI^JITCHER HOURS FOR AVEMGE
WEEK, PLUS LINE REPRESENTING STANDARD (FROI1

(Average yard times in parentheses.)

VALUES OF SELECTED
EXHTBIT 3-r6).

I
Fri day
(il.5)

Th urs day
(12.3)

IInlednesday
('t1.2)'l' I

Tuesday
(il.e)

Saturday
(r3.2)

ÊÉÉE eËgE E+frB 3ËEg ËfiEr;r
cars arri v'ing per day

ACTUAL Si,IITCHER HOURS VERSUS ACTUAL VOLUI4E

lrJednesday
(ll.2)

Th urs day
Fniday (12.3)(il.s)r r

I
Tuesday

(t I . e)

Saturday
(r 3.2)'r

Et3t3t3 ÉEEE l4fit3 E6.IIEI É, l:rU
cars arriving per daY

SCHEDULED SI,IITCHER HOURS VERSUS ACTUAL VOLUME
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3.33. The standard for Fuel use: Linear or RaÈio? rn section

2.3L, we described how a linear standard for swiÈcher use could be

superior to a standard sÈaEed in terns of so many switcher-hours per

car. A similar hypothesis can reasonably be made about the best

sÈanderd for the amounÈ of fuel to be consumed by switching

locomotives as a funcEion of the number of switcher hours worked.

Just as we hypothesized in Section 2.31, and have in facÈ seen in the

present section, that a significanÈ fixed component should be present

in the variability of switcher use with volurne, we now rnight expect.a

significant fixed conponenË in the variability of fuel consumpËion

with switcher-use. The reason for Èhis expectation is Èhat on Èhe

Boston and Maine, swiEchers are often left running n'tren not in use,

especially during cold wtreather. Some fuel continues to be consurncd

whether the loconoEives are running or not.

In order to test the hypoÈhesis of a significant fixed conponenÈ

in fuel consumption, and Èo see wheEher an econometric standard for

fuel was appropriate, a regression oodel was developed for the

relationship between the use of swiEchers and the fuel they consumed.

Sunrnary statistics on Èhe data on wtrich Ehe uodel was based, and Ëhe

regression model itself, are shown in Extribit 3-20, and e sceÈter

diagrau of Ehe data and Ehe fiEted regression line are shown in

Exhibit 3-2I. Two facts stand out. First, in Èhe uodel we

developed, the number of switcher-hours worked fails to explain fuel

- r14 -



mean

minimum

maximum

standard deviation

correlation coefficient

average ga'llons of
fuel loaded into
yard swi tchers ,
days 2, 3, and 4

EXHIBIT 3-20

EAST DEERFIELD YARD .
REGRESSION MODEL OF

FUEL USE AS A FUNCTION

OF CREI,{S WORKED, FOR

FEBRUARY 5 THROUGH APRIL ]9, 1982.
(t-statistics in parentheses)

.351

average ga'l l ons
of fue'l I oaded ,
days 2, 3, and 4

302

1t9

573

98

12.1 +

(0.t )

48.0
(3.2)

corrected

crews nuo"f.a, \
dayr )

R2 = ..l11
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gallons of fuel
loaded on days
2, 3, .and 4

660

5EË

+EB

364

EBB

1Bg

EXHIBIl 3-21

EAST DEERFIELD YARD - CREI^IS

WORKED VERSUS GALLONS OF FUEL

LOADED IN S'/üITCHERS, FEBRUARY

5 THROUGH APRIL 19, 1982,

PLUS FITTED REGRESSION LINE.

crews worked

on day I

- 116 -



consunpÈion adequaÈely. Second, the intercept point of the fitted

line that expresses the reletionship between these two variables is

very uncertain, but our best esÈimate of it is very close Èo zero.

The average number of gallons of fuel loaded into switchers per day

was 302, but our estimate of the fixed portion of this consumpEion is

only 12 gallons. These results lead us to adopt a standard for fuel

use that is siuply proportional to switcher use, wiÈh no fixed

componenÈ.

3.4. Train-Specific Analysis of Processing Times. Thus far in

this chapter, we have examined yard operations and developed

standards for yard performance using (1) what night be cal1ed

"day-of-week" analysis and (2) regression analysis. Both Ëhese

Eechniques begin with measureg of aggregate yard activity ueasures

for each day, including inbound volume, swiÈcher hours worked, and

average yard time. In conÈrest, the analysis we will perform iy1 this

section begins with more disaggregate data, data EhaË is specific not

to each day but Eo each inbound and outbound train and each ouËbound

block. Although because it is more disaggregate, this data is more

costly to collect and process, it roay in some cases provide a

standard that is more satisfactory because Ehe calculations

underlying it are sinpler. As we have seen, this may let it be nore

- il7 -



eesily accepÈed and negotiated over Ehan a more complex standard,

such as one based on regression. The disaggregate data can be

sun-arized in a way Ehat enhances Ëhe conErol of headquarters over

Èhe yard

(f) by isolating thet portion of ÈoEal yard time for wtrich the

yard uanager is responsible, namely processing time, and

(2Fl...ing rhe basis for an esrimare of the reliability with

which cars will m:ke connections fpgn inbound trains Eo outbound

blocks. This estinate is the PI'IAKE function described ia Section

2,32, and lets headquarters mtnagemenÈ predict and set standards for

origin-to-desEination trip times and reliability.

Our accomplishment of both tasks, using a sample weekrs worth of

data frorn i{oippy yard, lriIl rest on the distribution we will obtain

of Ehe classification Eimes of inbound Erains and Ehe assembly tine

of outbound Èrains. For the two yards, we Present the disËributiof

of classification and assembly Eiues over abouE a week. The suu of

the means of these distributions will provide an esÈimate of average

processing time. IrIe will validaEe this esEimaËe of processing Eime

aÈ l{oippy by using the frequency of outbound pickups and of left

Eonnage to estimaÈe wait Eime, and by comparing the sum of Èhese

esÈimaË.es of uean processing Eime and wait t.iues wiEh average yard

time as measured direcElY.

- il8 -



1o obtain a PIIAKE function Ehat expresses the yardis connection

reliability, rÿe will convolute these two distributions to obtain a

Eotal processing Eime distribution. In its cumulative form, such a

distribution gives, as an increasing function of the available tine

between an inbound and ouÈbound Erain, the probability EhaÈ enough

tine for boËh classification and assembly will be available between

the Ewo Ërains, and thus that a car will nake Èhe connection

(assuming the outbound train is not cancelled or fu11). To make this

distribution uore useful for Ëhe predicÈion of origin-to-destination

trip Ëimes and reliabiliEy, lre will adjust it for the degree to wtrich

actual train arrival and deparÈure tiues adhere Eo schedule, and for

the likelihood that a given car will be delayed because its outbound

Erain is cancelled or ful1.

The PIIAKE funcEion for a given yard uay be determined by a

technique developed by Martland I14l and tested by Tykulsker t151.

Called Ëhe Process PÈIAKE funcÈion, it is based on Èhe idea first

introduced in Section 2.12, wtrich is that the time required for the

processing of a car through a classification yard can be split into

E!ùo segments:

--the Èime between Èhe cer's

end of the car's classificatiou.

refer Eo Ehis enEire time in this

arrival in an inbound Erain and Ehe

For the sake of brevity, we will

secEion as the classificacion of

- lt9 -



the car.

--the time between Ehe start of the assembly of e carts outbound

train, and the departure of EhaÈ train. I,Ie will call this enÈire

time the cart s assembly.

The available time for the accomplishment of these two processes

for a given car is given in principle by the difference between Ehe

scheduled arrival t.ime of lhe carts inbound train and the scheduled

departure time of the carrs outbound train. Should, however, one of

the Èrains operate eiÈher early or tate on a perticular day, the time
I

available on Ehat day to classife.y and assemble the car will DQ.

correspondingly increased or reduced. Let us define

arrival deviation =

(actual arrival tine) - (scheduled arrival time)

and

departure deviation =

(actual departure tine) - (scheduled departure time).

(t'tote Èhat in both case, a train arriving or leaving late will

have a posiÈive deviation from schedule.) then the amounÈ of

Eime available for processing rnay be expressed as

(scheduled departure time + deparÈure deviation)

-120-



- (scheduled arrival time + arrival deviation).

We are concerned rith the probability thaÈ this available tine

will be greater than the time needed for classificaÈion and assembly,

i.e. the probability that the èar will oake Ehe connection betweel

Èhe inbound and outbound trains. Still another !ÿey Eo staEe Ehis is

as the probability that

scheduled departure time - scheduled arrival time

is greaÈer Ehan

rotal processing tiue = ,

arrival deviation

+ classification time

+ assembly time

- departure deviation.

Recall that the PI'IAKE function staÊes the probability thaE a car

will uake its connection as a function of available tine between

trains. To obtain the basis for a PMAKE funcÈion, lre must uerely

determine, for each possible length of time between Èrains, wtraË

is the probabiliÈy that this lengÈh of time will be greater than

Eotal processing tine.

The technique Tykulsker demonsÈrated for carrying out this task

!ÿas to examine past data from Ëhe yard Èo obtain discrete

- 121



distributions for each of these four random variables (arrival

deviation, classificaÈion time, assembly Èime, and departure

deviation). IIe then convoluted Èhese to get a discreËe distribution

of their suu. Idith a slight adjustment, Èhe cumulative form of Ehis

sum distribution then represents a PIvIAKE function for Ehe yard. As

we shaIl see, the adjustmenÈ takes accounÈ of the probability that a

car will fail to make its connection Eo a scheduled outbound train

because it is fu1l or cancetled.

In this section, we will presenË distributions of processing

times that were obtained by Tykulsker for East Deerfield and by this

author for l{oippy yard. Samples of the SNCF domunents Ehat were Ehe

source of Ehe required processing times for each Ërain at l{oippy are

shown in Extribits 3-22 through 3-25. Arrival, classification,

assembly, and departure distributions for the two yards are shown in

Extribits 3-26 through 3-29. (Trains thêt were in mid-process during

the weekend shutdo!ÿn !ÿere 6mitted from Ehese distributions. They

are listed in Appendix A. The distributions for East Deerfield

were originally presented by Tykulsker, along with corresponding

source reports.

that this author

dis tributions .

The convolution procesg

follows. Let P(T) equal the

t 16, I ) Appendix B describes the computer program

used to geûeraÈe and convolute the I.Ioippy

may be described

probability that

conceptually as

toËa1 processing Eime
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EXHIBiT 3-22

S.N.C.F. REPORT OF TRAINS ARRIVED

ARRIVEE DEs \ruAGOIII}

FEUil-LgT N:

NUIT I
,clroo! 0r,/ 3L

3lrvrct 0t,

trai n
n umbe r actual minutes

arri val I ate
time

n umbe r
of

CATS

ori g'in s chedu I ed
arri va I
ti me
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EXHIBIT 3.26

EAST DEERFIELD AND IdOIPPY YARDS -
DISTRIBUTIONS OF ARRIVAL DEVIATIONS

(ACTUAL MINUS SCHEDULED ARRIVAL TiME)
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EXHIBTT 3-27

EAST DEERFIELD AND I^IOIPPY YARDS -
CLASSIFICATION TII,IE DISTRIBUTIONS
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EXHIBIT 3.28

EAST DEERFIELD AND l^JOIPPY YARDS

ASSEI4BLY TII4E DISTRIBUTIONS
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EXHIBTT 3.29

EAST DEERFIELD AND I^IOIPPY YARDS

DISTRIBUTIONS OF DEPARTURE DEVIATIONS
(ACTUAL [1INUS SCHEDULED DEPARTURE TIIlE)
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equals T. Convolution meens finding P(T) for all T to obtain the

total processing Eine distribution. Let a, c, E, and d be possible

assembly deviations, classification times, assembly times, and

departure deviations respectively. Let

p(T) = the suo of rhe quanriry ( p(a)p(c)p(n)p(d) ) over all

combinations of a, c, Dr and d for rltrich (a + c + m - d) = T.

I{e can calculate P(T) for all T by defining

P(a,c,u,d) = p(a)p(c)p(m)p(d)

as the probability that Ëhe four processing times will equal a, cr Er

and d. I{e then calculate P(a,crm,d) for each possible

combinaEion of a, c, E, and d, and after each calculation update

Ehe particular P(T) for wtrich T equals (a + c + m - d) by adding

P(a,c,mrd) to it.

The resulting total processing time distributions for East

Deerfield and Woippy yards are shown in Extribit 3-30. In Extribit

3-31, the sunrnit midpoints of Ehe histograu bars of the cumulative

version of the total processing Èime distribution for each of the

yards has been connecÈed with a line. This line would represent a

PI,IAKE function if Ëhere rüas no possibility that a Erain could be

cancalled due Eo a low load, or leave some cers behind because it was

full. Unfortunately, these evênts occur in both yards. At l{oippy,

- t3'l
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EAST DEERFIELD AND I^IOIPPY YARDS -
TOTAL PROCESSING TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

EXHIBIT 3-30
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EXHIBIT 3.3I

EAST DEERFIELD AND I,IOIPPY

CUI'IULATTVE TOTAL PROCESSING TIIIE

YARDS

DISTRI BUTIONS

Woippy Yard
(0ctober.l-8, l98l )

East Deerfield Yard
(November I0-20, 1980)
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however, cers thaÈ fail to depart as scheduled because their train is

cancelled are rare. This is because of an SNCF policy of running

trains when scheduled, no nrâtter how snal1 the trainr s load, so thet

Ehe locomotive and crew of the train will be available at another

terminal as scheduled for their next train run. Much oore frequent

are cers that fail to depart on a scheduled Erain because it is full

and must leave them behind. To say that a train is ful1 is shorthand

for saying EhaÈ its capacity has been reached either in terms of

length (it uust fit into passing sidings), number of cars (for proper

brake operaEion), or tonnage (a limit determined by Ehe power of Ehe

locomoEive and the profile of the Erain's route). Over the period

October I through 8, 1981, of Ehe 17,311 cars that deparred l.Ioippy,

875 or 5.0 percent of the cars were left behind by the first

appropriate outbound Ërain to leave the yard after they were

classified. Iüe can therefore conclude that whaËever the available

time beEween a cer's inbound and outbound train, an estimate of the

ruaximum probability thet iÈ r.rill oake the connection (pueX) is 95.0

percent. To obtain the PI'IAKE function for l,Ioippy, therefore, rÿe Eust

multiply the probability given for each level of available time by

the cumulative processing time distribution by .95. This adjustnent

is illusÈrated in Extribil 3-32.

In Section 3.31, regression analysis failed Eo reveal any direct

relationship between Ehe number of swiEcher hours worked and average

yard time. The rrcre disaggregate examination vÿe are rnaking in this
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EXHIBIl 3.32

ADJUSTMENT OF I^IOIPPY'S CUMULATI\IE PROCESSII\IG TIME DISTRIBIITIl]N
USING PI4AX TO ARRIVE AT THE PI4AKE FUNCTION.
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section of Ehe couponents of processing time, namely classification

and assembly tines, lets us discern such a relationship. As shown by

the swf.Echer schedule for Woippy in Extribit 3-18, the pattern of

operations each weekday is for only one hump switcher to be working

between 5..r. ana {rp.m., but for two swiEchers to be working the

rest of the day. ÿJe would expect processing Eimes to tend to be

lower during Ehe period when two swiEchers are scheduled, and the

daEa conf irm this. E:ùibit 3-33 shows that during those periods in

the weekdays of our sample where two switchers were classifying cars,

both uean classification time and trean total processing time were

about a half hour shorter Ehan wtren just one switcher worked.

As in the case of Ëhe oore aggregate ûEesures of yard activity

we examined in SecÈions 3.2 and 3.3, Ehe classification and assembly

distribuÈions for l.Ioippy yard vary over Èhe course of Ehe week. By

comparing classification and assembly distributions for different

days of the week, we can see how variations in either disÈribution

affect the total processing Eine distribution and thus the yard's

connection reliability. Exiribits 3-34 and 3-35 present Ehe

classification, assembly, and Eotal processing distributions for

I{oippy for October 3 and 8, 1981. Sinilarly, Exhibits 3-36 and 3-37

show these distributions for Oct,ober 1, 2, and 8, and Exhibits 3-38

and 3-39 for October 2, 6, and 7.

In order to verify the accuracy of Ehe estimate provided by the

- .136 -



EXHIBIT 3-33

I^JOTPPY YARDS. CUI4IILATIVE IIISTRIBUTIONS OF CLASSIFICATIr)N AND TOTA
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I.JO I PPY

EXHIBIT 3.34
YARD . CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS OF

AND ASSIMBLY TIMES, OCTOBER 3 AND

CLASS I FICATION
I, l98l

I
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EXHIBIT 3.35

t^l0lPPY YARD - CIIMIILATIVE

OF TOTAL PROCESSING

OCTOBER 3 AND 8,
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EXHIBIT 3-36

I.IOiPPY YARD - CU[lIII-ATIVE DISTRIBUTIc)NS OF

CLASSIFICATION AI{D ASSE!4BLY TIMES, OCTOBER 1, 2, AND B. I9B'I
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EXHÏBIT 3.37

I.'OIPPY YARD . CUIiUI-ATIVF NiSTPIBUTiOIiS

OF TOTAL PROCESSING TII4ES,

OCTOBER'I, 2, AND 8, I9BI
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CLASS I FI CAT ION

EXHIBIT 3-38

YA.RD - CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS

AND ASSEMBLY TIMES, OCTOBER 2,6,
OF

AND 7 , .l98'l
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I,,I()IPPY YARD -

TOTAL PROCESSING

EXHIBIT 3-39

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS

TIMES, OCTOBER 2.6, AND 7. I98I

Tuesday

Frida.y October 2
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total processing time distribution of rrcan processing time, we also

estimated uean wait time, then compared the sum of these trro Eeans Eo

average yard tine as treasured directly by Ehe SNCF. As explained in

Section 2.72, æan wait time is itself composed of two components:

the average time a car spends, once classified, waiting for the next

pickup of its outbound block, and Èhe average tine a car must wait

because its outbound Erain is cancelled or full. The calculation of

an estimate of both Ëhese conponents of wait time is shown for Sunday

and Monday, October 4 and 5, in Extribit 3-40. (aff the data in this

Exhibit came from the SNCF I s report of departing trains, of which a

sample was shown in E:<tribit 3-25. ) Sunday and Monday were considered

together in this calculation because of the scheduled weekly shutdown

of Ehe yard during the 24 hours sËarting I p.m. on Sunday. The

number N of pickups of each block is the actual number that occured

on Sunday and Monday. The mean wait of Ëhe cars in each block is

24/N. The car hours due Eo the wait is, for each block, Ehe mean

waiE multiplied by the number of cars picked up. At the bottom of

Exhibit 3-40, we see that dividing the 25634 Èote1 car hours by the

L754 cars picked up yields a uean waic for pickup of 14.53 hours.

The right-hand part of Exhibit 3-40 shows Èhe calculaÈion of Ehe

mean waiE, due to a car being left by its Erain. During Ehese two

days, the only trains Ehat left sone cars rdere those picking up

blocks 01 and T0. The average delay for left cars as a function of

the frequency N of block pickups is 48/N. At the boEtom right of

-144-



EXHIBIT 3-40
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ExhibiÈ 3-40, we see Èhat the mean waiE due to left cars is the total

car-hours of the cars ÈhaÈ were actually lefÈ,1068, divided again

by the toÈal number of cars picked up, L764, to yield a rneân left-car

wait of 0.61 hours.

An entirely analogous estimation of the two cooponents

waiE time for October 7 is shown in Extribit 3-4I. The only

difference here is that since Ehe period covered is or.ly 24

long instead of 48 hours, as iÈ was above, the rnean pickup

IzlN, and the mean lefÈ-car waiÈ is 24/N.

of mean

hours

wait is

Comparison of our estimaÈes of mean processing tine and uean

waiE time with Eotal average yard Eime is the subjecE of ExhibiÈ

3-42. Note that although, oo a given day of the week, Ëhe sum of

processing and waiÈ times differs by as much as one-and-a-half hours

frou average yard time as measured directly, the two figures are

highly similar for the eight-day period as a wtrole (L2.08 hours

versus 12.25 hours).
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EXHIBIT 3.42
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3.5 Sumary and InterpreËaÊion. Ilaving presented the results of

analyses of data from two classificaÈion yards, we close this chapter

wiEh an interpretation of these results and recommendations about

which kinds of perforuance sÈandards are mst, appropriaÈe for each

yard. In this chapEer, we have investigated the relevance of several

kinds of standards for swiÈcher use, fuel use, and car roovenent to

each of our classification yards. We analyzed Èhe relaÈionship among

averages for each of the seven days of the week of a seÈ of yard

activiuy rreasures. tr{e estimated regressioo uodels for switcher and

fuel use, and average yard Eime. For a sauple raeek, we developed and

validated estimates of oeau processing Eime and wait time. Final1y,

we used discrete distributions of processing Èimes to set a PMAKE

function Ehat expresses the connection reliability of the yard.

On the basis of these results, and on each yardts particular

circumsËances r !ÿe recoumend for each yard different kinds of

standards. Specifically, rÿe recommend a regression-based standard

for switcher use at East Deerfield, but a day-of-week standard for

switcher use at l{oippy; a fuel use standard for East Deerfield having

a ratio form; a day-of-week average yard time standard for EasË

Deerfield, and a fixed processing time standard for l{oippy; and PI'{AKE

connection reliability standards at both yards.

In Sectiod 3.2, we analyzed the relaÈionship anong inbound
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vo1uxne, switcher use, average yard EiEe and ouÈbound Erain frequency

for averages of each of the seven days of the week. l{e found Ehet

inbound voluæ and inbound volume per switcher hour both had

discernable effects oo average yard Eime, but that Ehese effects were

swamped by the influence of outbound Erain frequency of yard Eime.

The regression analyses presented in Section 3.31 showed Ehat at

both yards, inbound volume had no significant statisËical effect

o\ yard E,ime, but that iE did have a significant effect on switcher

hours. Our inability to establish that a significanÈ relationship

exists between inbound volume and average yard Eime lends support to

Ehe hypothesis that the managers of both l{oippy and East Deerfield

adjust switcher-hours so as Èo maintain roughly constanE processing

Eines over a range of volumes.

A standard for switcher-hours that was consistent rriEh this

hypothesis should vary solely with voluæ. In Section 2.3L, 'te

hypoËhesized that a subsÈantial fixed portion existed in the

variability of switcher use with voluue. This is confirmed by Ehe

regression analyses of Subsection 3,31. The yard Ennager may

partially carry out adjustment of switcher-hours to volume ahead of

Eime, as a funcEion of wtrat. volune lras on each day of Ehe week in

previous weeks, and partially as a funcEion of Ëhe number of cars

Ehat actually arrive on a given day. The correlation between volume

and switcher use is lower for Woippy. This indicates either that
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yard EÉrnagers have less liberty to Èailor Ehe number of crew hours to

Ehe workload, or ËhaÈ Èhe usual number of switcher hours is high

enough to handle all but the highest volumes without being increased.

In Section 3.32, we used the switcher-use sEandard we had

developed in Section 3.31 for I,Ioippy to evaluate the crew schedule of

Ehat yard. As Exhibit 3-19 showed, neither the scheduled

switcher-hours nor the everage actual switcher-hours r+as precisely

natched to volume on any day of Èhe week. One possible

interpretation of this result relates to our earlier hypothesis about

!ÿhy Ehe correlation between volure and switcher uee r{as lower at

Iüoippy Ehan aÈ East Deerfield. More of the variabiliÈy of

switcher-crews is due to the crew schedule at l,Ioippy and less is due

to real-time decisions, so Woippy yard nanaSers may find it harder to

meEch swiEcher-hours to the acËual volume on a given day. The fitted

line shows that the scheduled crew use roughly follows the overall

- pattern of volure, buÈ that indivisibilities in the way Èhat yard

Eanagers can adjust switcher use prevenÈ a perfect natch of swiEcher

use Èo volume. The regression-based perfor-ance sEandard would also

seem less useful at t'Ioippy because volume varies much less from week

to week than at East Deerfield. This can be seen in E:rùribit 3-L2.

Over Èhe days of the week on the basis of wtrich we are Erying to set

e standard, the ratio of mean switcher-hours Èo Èhe standard

deviation of switcher-hours is 10.5 for East Deerfield, but 19.0 for

I{oippy.
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In Section 3.31, !ùe noted EhQ lower correlation betveen inbound

volume and outbound Erain frequency at EasÈ Deerfield than at l{oippy.

A nuuber of interpretaÈions of Ehis result are possible. One

explanation is the nuch lower number of trains involved at Deerfield.

A given urain is cancelled or supplemenEed with an exËra train only

when Ë.he number of cars available for movemenE on it taiûS eittrer very

Iow or very high. A general rise in volurp is nuch rcre likely to be

cleanly reflected in a yard departing an average of 80 or so trains a

day than in one departing about 10 trains. This is especially Èrue

because Ehe proportion of the trains beginning their runs aÈ Voippy

as opposed Eo an earlier yard is much greater Èhan Ehe proportion of

outbound trains that origiuate at East Deerfield.

The finding of Sectior 3,2 thet outbound train frequency swamped

other facEors in its polrer to determine average yard Eime was

confirmed in Ehe regression analyses of Section 3.31. These analyses

also showed, however, that aE both East Deerfield and l{oippy, the

explanatory polÿer of a regression uodel of average yard Eime as a

function of outbound train frequency was significanEly enhanced by

the addition of swiÈcher hours as a second explanaÈory variable. The

only trouble rsas EhaE the resulting coefficienÈ for swiÈcher use was

not just significant but positive -- indicating thaÈ if the yard

oanager worked rcre switcher hours, average yard would be higher.

However, boÈh Ehe plot of the "day-of-week" data shown in Exhibit 3-6
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and the regressioo Eodels of E)ùibit 3-l3a show that as the ratio of

inbound volume to swifirer-hours worked rises, so does average yard

time. This indicates Ehat higher inbound volume has Èhe effecE

illustraEed by arrow B in Extribit 2-1: it leads to boÈh more

switcher-hours and higher processing tines.

AÈ Ehis point !ùe are faced with Ewo alternatives in our further

deveropuenË of Èhe sinilar regression uodels we have developed for

the two yards. The first option would be to retain switcher-hours as

a second independent variable along with outbound train frequency.

Switcher-hours would then serve as an index of Ehe degree to wtrich

yard operatioas rære perturbed by unmeasured operating incidenÈs.

This index would then lead us to expect a higher average yard tine

when operating conditions nere apparently such Èhat rnore

switcher-hours wete needed. The problen with such an index is Ehe

indirectness of Èhe relationship betrpeen switcher-hours and average

yard time. If we soughc Ëo rnake this relationship the basis of a

performance standard, we would find this indirectness has Ewo

drawbacks: it rnakes us uncertain about the future relaÈionship

beÈweengf0hgf-tfu,+S and average yard Èime, and it is difficult for

us ro uake it rhe basis of a standard because iÈ iËu"'+ekruirive

and Ehus will have difficultly gaining acceptance among Ehose whose

work w'ill be evaluated by it. !ùere we Eo adopt the regression model

of average yard Èime as a basis for a cer-trovement standard,

therefore, we would have to drop switcher-hours from this roodel,
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This would leave us wiÈh the outbound train variable as the only

independent variable in this model for either yard.

One of our goals has been the establishment of a car Eovement

sÈandard thaÈ seperates out wait Èime, for wtrich Èhe yard nrnager

isntt responsible. Ilaving decided that if the regression-based car

movement standard is to be used at all, ouÈbound train frequency must

be the only independent variabte in Èhe regression-based standard for

everege yard Èiue, we then examined the eccuracy with tüich Ëhis

model would let us esÈim.afg rneen processing time. Clearly, the

procedure of estimating nean processing tiue by means of a regression

of average yard Eime on outbound Erain frequency yields an estinate

whose accuracy is inadequate.

Fortunately, for both yards, two kinds of car-movement standards

were available as alternatives to Ehe regression-based one. At

Woippy, where Ëhe necessary daËa is already cotlecÈed on when each

Èrain's classificaÈion ended or its assembly began, rde recon'mended

Ehat this data be used to calculate uean processing Ëime directly.

Ou the basis of this measurement rnethod, a standard for processing

time can be set and subsequent actual processing Eime ræasured and

evaluaÈed. In Section 3.4, we saw that over the course of our sample

week, the sum of our estimates of mean processing Eime and ruean sraiE

time at l,Ioippy was nearly identical to the SNCF I s direct measureuent

of Eotal average yard time. This is evidence that Ehe techniques we
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have described in this section provide estimaEes of processing Eime

and waiE time Èhat are good enough to be made a useful part of the

management information system for Èhe yard, Specifically, they

provide headquarters with Eeasures of the cer novemenE performance of

the yard and of the road trovement, orgaditzaËion that are tnore

meaningful than toËal yard time.

At East Deerfield, on the other hand, collection on an ongoing

basis of processing times will probably not be undertaken in the near

future. The circumsÈances of Èhe yard nake this a costly Eask, for

not all cars are processed in Èhe same way. I,Ihen an inbound train is

humped at East Deerfield, although some cars will be placed

inrmediately on Èhe track corresponding to Eheir outbound block,

others will be first classified onto one track, then puIled back up

over the hump for reswitching.

Re-switching lets the number of blocks rnade by the yard exceed

the number of classification tracks. I{hat it rneans, however, is thaÈ

in order to know Ehe Ëime frou Erain arrival until the end of

classification of a reswitched car, yard personnel cannot simply

refer to Èhe arrival tiue of Ehe cut out of r.,hich the car is swiEched

onto its final classification track, because a cut being resntiched

may contain cars from several inbound Erains. Instead, a fu1ly

accurate monitoring of processing time would require that the arrival

time of each car be kept track of individually. Of course, sone
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procedure for estinaÈing processing time could be developed, such as

measuring actual processing times for cars that aren't reswitched,

then increasing the resulting ruean tine by a multiplier reflecting

the esEimated increase in mean processing time due to the inclusion

of reswitched cars.

Otherwise, recording the time at which each car's classification

ended will be roore costly at East Deerfield that it now is aE l{oippy,

where Èhe only reswitching is the placing of cars of Iocal trains in

station order (an operation not included in our rrpasurement of

processing tines at l,Ioippy). Because the needed data for a

directly-measured Eean processing Èime standard is absenE, we

reconmend for East Deerfield a day-of-week average yard Èine

standard, wüich Èakes into account Ëhe average effect on each day of

the week of operating conditions on yard time without explicity

estimating Ehis set, of effecËs.

I{e showed, finally, how PMAKE funcEions can be developed for

both yards. I{e reconrmend that these be used by the headquarters of

the respective railroads to predict origin-to-destination trip times

and reliability. Although we saw in Exhibit 3-34 through 3-39 rhar

Ëhe cumulative processing tiue distribution displayed significantly

different shapes over the eight days of our sample period,

statistical analysis over a longer period would be needed to

establish how operaÈing conditions such as volume affect the
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distributioas of the processing times. I{e also saw in Ex}ribiÈ 3-33

that during six days in our sample, trEan Eotal processing time was

about a half hour shorter rr'hen two hump switchers were at work than

when one was. In this authorts opinion, however, neither this

effect, nor the possible effects of inbound voluroe, or of wtraE day of

the week it is, should be a reason for setting a variable PI'IAKE

funcËion. Instead, one PDIAKE function should be esËablished for the

yard, and the yard manager held to it under al 1 circumstances. I^Ie

want to notivate the yard rnanager to vary his swiEcher-hours and

other resources such that, regardless of the changes in volume or

oEher operatillS conditions, connection reliability at Ehe yard is as

consËant as possibte. This does not Eean that each Ërainrs

processing tiue should be the same, but rnerely that the distribution

of processing tiues, and their rrnan, should be constant.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

INTEGRATION ITIE YARD PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

RAITROADI S CONTROL SYSTEM

Thus far, we have explained wtry we need perforûErnce standards,

caÈegorized Ehem, presenEed hypoËheses abouÈ the relative cosEs and

advantages of each kind, and estimated standards of each kind (fixed,

day-of-week, ratio, and linear) for the yard performance ûeesure for

which it is most appropriate. In this Chapter, we will show how

these standards can be integrated into the uanagement information

system of a railroad Eo enhance the ability of central mânegement to

link the yardts cost and service perforuance to Èhat of the system,

and to mEivate the yard mânager to maintain and improve performance,

r{ithout compromisiug his discretioo 96 make the day-to-day decisions

needed for the efficient operaÈion of the yard. Section 4.1 will

present the rationale for measuring perfornance, and setÈing

standards for it, in both physieal and mnetery terns. üeasurements

of physical perfornance permit comparison €rmong different periods

despiÈe price changes, and, in the form of the PI,IAKE funcÈion, let

yard service performance be linked to the service performance of the

system. On the other hand, stating performance in terns of costs,

including those of switchers, cers, and potenEielly yard maiotenance,

is essential if headquarters is to link the yard's cost performance

OF

TIIE
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Eo Ehat of the sysEem.

The succeeding sections of this chapter presenË examples of

documents that management could use to imptemenÈ these sËandards.

Section 4.2 presents such docunents in the form Èhat would be best

for a yard like East Deerfield; Section 4.3 presents Ehe documenEs in

a form adapted to a yard like l.Ioippy. The documenÈs fall into Ewo

caEegories: budgets and performance reports. The budgets are to

appear periodically, but in each case before Ehe period for wtrich

Ëhey specify the cost perfornance EhaE che yard is to acheive. Iu

coustrast, perforuance reports are Èo appeer rnore often, preferably

weekly. They should appear jusE after the period for wtrich they

presenÊ standards, and juxtapose these standards with actual

performance in terms of such §f yard acÈiviÈy measures as

swiEcher-hours worked, switcher cost, processing time, and car cost.

In this

section, we wilt examine how to implement the sEandards wtrose

desirable characteristics we explained in Chapter Two, and v*rich we

actually calculated in Chapter Three. Two vehicles will be employed

Eo do so. FirsÈ, Ëhe sÈandards, all of wtrich are staEed in terms of

physical rrrcasures of yard activity, will be uade Ehe basis of a

nt InforuaÈion Svstem: General Issues.
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budget Èhat specifies, for a future period, what the overall cost

performance of Ehe yard should be as a function of the somewhaË,

unpredictable level of inbound volume. Second, the degree Eo wtrich

Èhe yard rf,as acÈually able to actually achieve Èhe levels of physical

and cosE perforrnance specified in the budget is to be presenEed in a

performance report that juxtaposes acÈual perforuance for the

preceding week with standards. Recall our triple purpose for a

sËandard -- as predictor, troubleshooter, and mÈivaÈor. In the

budget, a performrnce standard appears in its role as predicÈor. In

the weekly performance report, it fulfills its function as a

troubleshooter. Both Èhe budget and Ehe weeklÿ performence report

are vehicles for moÈivation; the budget informs Èhe yard manager of

whaË he is expected to achieve, and the prospect of Ehe weekly report

provides an incentive for him to achieve it.

Different rD:rnagers at differenË 1eve1s of the organization wanÈ

data of different degrees of aggregation. The reports we will

propose in Ehis chapter can serve as an inÈermediary between yard and

headquarters, because Ëhey provide a level of detail thet is

intermediate between the greater detail soughÈ by the yard manager,

and Ehe greater aggregation sought by headquerters. [17].

[üe must set standards for both Èhe physical ,neasure5of yard

perforuance aÊ Ëhe yard and the finanical ones. Physical rreasures

are independent of changing price levels, and can be Ehe basis of
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sËendards Ëhat need not be changed from year to year. Measuring

perfor-ence in physical terns lets us compare the current vqlue of a

given performance rrrcasure, or its current relaÈionship with another

measure (as expressed, for example, by an equation relaÈing volume Eo

swiÈcher use), with the values or relationships the measure displayed

in the past. This aids evaluation of performânce. Ilowever, in

order to link yard perforneuce Èo systen financial performance,

physical performance at the yard must be translated into cost, and

the standards for this performence into a budgeE.

In Sectiort 2.2, we said Èhat a good perforrDance standard will

bridge the gap between headquarters and the yard by apprising

headquarters of the yard mrnegerr s consÈraints, end by motivating the

yard manager to nrn the yard in the !ÿay Èhat besE contributes to the

needs of Ëhe system. In conrmeots he meent to be applicable to any

business, Drrrcker finds thaÈ the budgeE

.. . shows how each part retates Eo Ehe ends and needs of the
whole... Properly used,...the budget becomes an importanÈ
communiceËion and integration device for the roanager. It should
induce effective upward corr-unication, wtrich brings Èhe manager the
point of view, priorities, concerns, and needs of each subordinate
unit... And it should...(euable) Ehe uanager to convey to Ehe people
who work wiuh him an undersEanding of Èhe needs of Ëhe enÈire
business.

The budget, Dnrcker says, is the best Eeans for uaking sure EhaË

key resources ere assigned to priorities and to results. Budgeted
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costs should be seen as a shorthand for Èhe actual maEerials, labor,

and capital capacity needed. [ta] Tne budget is an important

document for yard mânage6ent, because a number of departpenÈs ere

typically involved. UnfortunaÈely, despiÈe its greaÈ influence on

how the teruinal performs, the budget for a particular operating

group at Èhe yard, or even for Ehe wtrole yard, nay ignore wtrole

caÈegories of cost. [fq] for example, the budget for the manager

that oversees Èhe lrcrk of the switchers tray not have the fuel of the

switchers in his budget if Ehet is Èhe responsibility of Èhe

mechanical department. 0r the budget for Èhe terminal as a whole rnay

ignore the capital cost of locomotives or cars.

Unfortunately, the physical rneasure of the yardrs contribution

to Èhe railroadts service quality and thus its revenue, connection

reliability, is harder to put a dolIar value on, so yard service

performance is best linked to ÈhaË of the systen via its physical

meesure. Yard perforoance affects Ehe systemrs origin-to-desÈination

trip tines and reliability, wtrich in Èurn affect system revenues. We

saw in Section 2.32 ho't the yardts service performance can be

suunarized by a PMAKE function, and this function used to deduce

system service quality.

Io show how yard perfornânce in physical terms can be relaÈed to

the profitability of Èhe railroad as a ntrole, eÿe must relate Ehe

physical standards Èo the yard budget. To show how this uighÈ be
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done, we have developed samples of reports Ëhat

rnanegenenË conËro1 aE East Deerfiefa ahÀWoippy.

could be used for

0f course, the

rarlroads of wtrich Ëhese yards are a part already have conËrol

systems Ehat link physical perfornance to cost, and already have

budgeÈs. The importanÈ difference is thaÈ the budgets we propose,

(1) include cer costs as well as operating expenses, (2) are

time -- and its associated car cosÈ -- from Èhe total yard tine of

cars. In the case of Èhe l,Ioippy yard, volume-variability results

from the fact Èhat Èhe total car-hours and thus cer cost will rise

and falI with Ehe volune of cars moving through the yard. This

:a 
source of cost variability is also present in the budget for East

Deerfield, but anoÈher source is present as well: Èhe

volume-variable standard for swiEcher use.

Two kinds of reports will be presented: The first puts forward

a volume-variable budget. As in conventional budgets, uenageuent

would set this one aË the start of the budget period (i.e. the

quarter or the year). Ilowever, the budget we propose presents not

just one budget figure, but a range of budget figures, each

corresponding to a different weekly volume level. The second set of

reports would be produced at the end of the week. They present a

comparison of actual perfornance to perfornce as specified by the

standard corresponding Eo that rseekt s volume.
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In Section 2.3, we sËressed the need for a performence standard

Eo respect the consÈraints of Ehe yard unnager wtrile staying as

sinple as possible. The need for simplicity in conÈrols is also

emphasized by Drucker. Managers should seek "the suallesÈ number of

reports and staEistics needed Eo understand a phenomenon and to be

abte to anticipate it." The purpose of controls is acÈion, Drucker

says , not inforuation. "ComplicaÈed conÈ,ro1s. . . uisdirect aËtention

away from wtraÊ is Èo be conÈrolled, and toward the rnechanics and

methodology of Èhe control.'r [ZO 1 Simplicity is one of the feaEures

of our proposed budgets and reports.

To accouplish the goal of bridging the perspectives of yard and

headquarters, we need reports that appear once a week. As pointed

out by Rothberg, Ferguson, and Èheir associates, a weekly reporÈ on

acEual and standard perforrulnce i§ uost useful because it

--presents infor-ation that is at once fresh and subsÈantial

enough to serve as Ehe basis for acÈion,

--corresponds Èo the weekly horizon of Lhe yard 'nager's

planning,

--includes the complete weekly cycle of volune fluctuaÈion that

is induced by the Èrain schedule, and
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--provides a seven-day sauple of current performance thaÈ is

large enough to let iÈs user detect trends (smoothing ouÈ daily

fluctuations or isolated operating incideuts) but available sooû

enough to let the yard Eanager or his superiors take corrective

action. In short, i+ provide5the statistical significance that an

evaluation of the terminal cannot aÈtain until a week has passed.

Along with operat.ing costs, such as those of labor and fue1,

should be considered the cost of car time. Establishing an hourly

cost for each car and including it in the yard information system

sets Èhe stage for Èwo irp.or*er,t" in the control sysÈem. First, car

cost can then be traded off against oEher costs by the yard uanager.

Second, the cost of delays to cars and trains containing them can be

charged Eo the runager rrtro was responsible for the cars during the

delay. This might be the yard mrnager, the empty car disÈributor,

the train dispatcher, or the rD:rnager of the repair area. [2I]

A peculiarity of car cost is that it is not, unlike switcher and

other operaÈing costs, the direct consequence of Ehe yard .rnagerts

decisions. Rather, it is determined on a particular day by both the

rnean processing time Ë.he yard mrnager achieves, and inbound volume.

If processing time is constant, higher volume means a proportional

rise in car cost. Also, the added operating cost needed to

achieve any given reduction in processing time is roititgated by the

resulting savings in car cosE. In fact, a yard wich a very high
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processing time rnight find it can acÈuelly achieve a ûet cost saving

by adding swiÈchers and cutting processing tines.

Ideally, the hourly car cost a railroad assigned to each of the

cars oo its system would be continually adjueted to reflect Ëhe certg

changing opportunity coet. This cosE varies chiefly with the car's

locaËion on the systetr (and, specifically, distance from points lrtrere

cars are curreotly needed for loading) and its type (box, tank, fIat,

refrigerator, etc.), wtrich rdll be in more or less demand depending

on the season and the currenE statue of the business cycle.
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4.2 ReconrmendaÈions for ConErol aË East Deerfield. Ilaving

shown how we developed performance standards for East Deerfield in

Sections 3.2 (for the day-of-week average yard tiue standard) and 3.3

(for the regression-based switcher-use standard and the ratio fuel

standard), we will show how these standards have been applied Eo the

mânagenent control of East Deerfield. The volume-variable budget and

weekly perfor-epce report presented in this secEion were developed

for East Deerfield in cooperaËioo with uanagers at the yard and at

Boston and Mainers headguerters. B&M personel were producing a

modified version of the weekly performance report at this writing.

The docuænts that have resulted reflect Ëhe complexiÈies of Èrying

to estâblish a cohereut control systen in an orgaaization like a

railroad, wtrere the heterogeneiÈy in the sources from wtrich data is

available and in the forms it takes reflects Ehe division of the

railroad into geographical units (such as yards and regional

headquarters ), and functional units ( such as Èhe groups at a yard

responsible for operations and for work on rolling stock). Of

course, the difficulty of assembling all the information into a

one-page budget or perfornence report confirms Ehat a gap indeed

exists between headquarters and Èhe yard, and between functional

units aË the yard. The documenEs we will propose ere reanE Eo

overcone Ehese gaps.
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4.21 The Control Documents for East Deerfield_. In this section,

we will review Ehe voluue-variable budget and weekly perforuance

report that this author developed for East Deerfield. Extribits 4-l

alad 4-2 show Èhe vol,urue-variable budget, and Extribits 4-3 and 4-4

show the weekly performance report. The progran whose output is the

first page of Èhe volume-variable budget, r*rich is shown in Extribit

4-L, uses the standard for switcher use developed in Section 3.31 to

calculate a budget for each of a number of levels of inbound voluxoe.

(Since the standard was staEed in Extribit 3-16 in terms of

switcher-hours, these coefficienE,s have been divided by 8 to form a

sÈandard for Ehe number of crews to be worked. ) The two coefficients

of the standard are showu in Extribit 4-1 as the "starting reference

point" and "the change in number of crews Eo be worked (day 1) per

inbound car (day 1)."

The row in Exhibit 4-L marked "fraction of weekly voluue"

conEains Èhe fraction of a Eypical rseekrs volume EhaÈ arrives during

each of Ehe seven days. The user could calculaÈe Ehese fractions, as

we did, from data for a number of past weeks. These fractions let

Ehe progran distribute among Èhe seven days uhaEever weekly volume

the user projects.

From this input data, the program calculates the number of crews

for each weekly volume 1evel and each day of the week. Although Ehe
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EXHIBIT 4-I

VOLUME VARIABLE BUDGET
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result of the formula for crerüs can be any positive number, only an

integer number of crews can work. So the computer rounds off Èo Èhe

nearest integer. The uatrix of crew leveIs shown aE the bottom of

Extribit 4-1 is the result.

The yard rnenager uay be prevented by the labor agreement from

natching crew levels precisely to projected volume. He rnay be

obligated, for example, to work crerÿs in a patÈern such that each

crew member has Èwo consecutive days off per week. Once our sÈandard

for switcher use had established the mosÈ desirable number of crews

Lo work on each day, at each level of weekly voluner mnêEêrnent could

fine-tune this rnatrix so as to be consistenÈ with Èhe constraints

presenËed by Èhe labor agreement.

Based on the crew levels for each day of the week that are Èhe

result oi ttre first page of the volune-variable budget thaÈ we have

been examining in Exfribit 4-I, the progrâE Ehen calculates the labor

and fuel cost of switchers, and car cosË, and presents them in the

second page of the budget, r'rhich is shown in ExtribiE 4-2. The result

of ceotral interest is, for each volure 1eve1, the total cost.

In the top half of Extribit 4-2 are shown budgeted unit costs for

crerÿs, utility nen (discussed below), fuel, and cars, as well as the

variable standard for swiÈcher use r*trose form we discussed in Section

3.2. BosÈon and Maine switcher crerrs are paid at en hourly raÈe for

work during eighÈ-hour shifts. For each such shift, a four--rn crew
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EXHIBTT 4-2

VOLUME VARIABLE BUDGET

FOR EAST DEERFIELD,

PAGE 2 OF 2.
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is paid wtrat B&M budgeEed for 1982 aÈ $349. The currenÈ BosEon and

Maine labor agreement, however, provides for a mixture of four-nan

and three-mân crerrs. The crew working on Ehe hump classifying cers

always consists of four men, including Ehe engineer. The other

swi tchers
t

lN ' the yard may have Èhree or four men in the

crew depending on whether sorneone wenEs Èo work as Ehe fourth rnân on

a particular shift. Also working on Eost shifts is one utility oan,

who nay assist Ehe crews of either oue of Ehe yard engines or of a

road freight (usually to align track switches for the rnovemenÈ of the

road freight within Èhe yard area).

f
To establish the total labor "ortol switcher per crerr, we added

to the straight-time pay of each eight-hour shift of a switcher crew

an allocation of Ehe cosÈ of overtime, constructive allowances, and

switcher fuel. (Constructive allowances ere supplemental payments

prescribed in Èhe labor agreenent for tasks Ehat are not formally

part of a cre!, æmber's duties.) Making overtime volume-variable is

important, because otherwise the yard moneger would be aË leasÈ

tempÈed in the face of a traffic decline Eo substitute overtime work

(wtrose budget wouldntt decline with voluroe) in the place of

straight-time work (wtrose budgeÈ would decline).

In seEt,ing a budget for Ehe overtime and constructive allowences

of yard switcher cre!ÿs, !ÿe followed Ehe Boston and l,Iaine practice of

sEaÈing Ehese budgets in terms of percentages of straight-tine
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expense. B&M nÉrnegers develop prelininary values for these budgets

on Èhe basis of acEual spending during the previous year, in this

case 1981, but may alter Eheu Eo reflect wtraE they think constructive

allowances and overtime expenses should be, as opposed Eo what Ehese

paymenÈs have been in the pasÈ. Therefore, to obtain the total labor

cost per crew used in Extribit 4-2, we perforued the following

arithmatic: I{e began wich the base cost of $349. The additional

cost budgeted was 4 percent of the base cost for overtime, and 17

percenÈ for constructive allowances, wtrich raised the toÈaI budgeted

cosE Per crew to $422.

In the case of fue1, we adopÈed a budget that was variable with

volume, but only indirectly. The fuel budget varies direetly wich

the number of crews worked. This reflecEs the regression analysis of

fuel use presented in Section 3.33, in wtrich we saw thaË Ehe fixed

portion of fuel use was so s-rl1 in comparison to the variable

portion Èhat we decided Èo adopt a sËandard for fuel use that was

fully variable with switcher use. BeEween January 2 and JuIy 30,

1981 , 1,394 crews were rrcrked at East Deerfield yard, and switchers

consumed 94,843 gallons of fuel. Dividing, we set Ehe standard for

fuel consuupÈion at 68 gallons per cre!ÿ. This staudard is inserted

in Extribit 4-2, along with the esÈimated currenE average cost per

gallon of fuel, $1. f5.

Another input to Èhe progran that produces Ehe budgeÊ is the
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sÈandard yard tine for the week, wtrich is shown in the bottom part of

Extribit 4-2 to be constanÊ over all volune levels at 20.7 hours.

To rnake the budget as up to date ae possible, we inserted the

everage yard time thaÈ EasÈ Deerfield exhibited orrer the period March

5 through June 10, L982. 0f course, the standard average yard tine

Èhat would have appeared at the start of 1982 would have been

deEermined ou the basis of performÂnce before 1982 (and Èhen been

possibly modified by headquerters to reflect Èheir goals for improved

performance).

0ther expensee iocluded the budget are those ehown in the bottou

part of Exhibit 4-2 underrrother weekly laborr'(labor cost oËher than

that of switcher crews), and "other expenses." these budgets do not

vary with volure. Instead, they are fixed. During 1980 and 1981,

inbound volunp had no æasurable effect on Ehe coet of other

Transportation Department labor at East Deerfield. These include

yardmasters, toweroen, crew dispatchers, and clerical workers. This

!ÿes the result rye had generally expected from talking with people at

the yard. Inbound voluue is one factor determining how uany hours

will be vrorked by enployees in these categories, buÈ oÈher facEors --

including end-of-nonth paperwork, speeial projecÈs, derailmenËs,

training periods, and absences -- dilute the impact of the inbound

car volume to ineignificance.

The program combines the crew Ievels shown in E:<tribit 4-1 lrith
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the budget and standard yard time daËa shown in Extribit 4-2 to

produce the weekly ÈoEal cost leve1s shown aÈ the bottom of Extribit

4-2, Car cost for Èhe week is the producÈ of Ehe weekrs

--average yard Èime for inbound cars,

-inbound votume, and

--hourly car cost.

Now leÈ us Eurn Èo Èhe weekly performance report for East

Deerfield, a sample of wtrich is shown in Extribits 4-3 ar.d 4-4. These

reports are analogous in layouE to Extribits 4-1 arld, 4-2. The rnajor

difference is that instead of serving, as did the volume-variable

budget of E><hibits 4-l ar.d 4-2, as a way of staÈing in advance wtraE

pêrforrnance should be under a number of possibte volune levels, the

weekly report looks back at the actual volune for the preceeding week

and juxtaposes actual perfor-ence with ntraE Èhe standards say it

should have been, given Èhat volume. In Èhe Eop half of Èhe first

page of the weekly report, wtrich is shown in Exiribit 4-3, appears Ehe

same description of Ehe standard for switcher use that appeared in

Exhibit 4-1. This is to be inserted into the program at Ehe start of

the budgeÈ period (a year or possibly shorter period). Also Eo be

inserted at the start of ühis period are the figures in the bot,tom of

Extribit 4-3 marked t'average yard time , standard.'r We have inserted

here the average yard Eime that East Deerfield displayed over the

period March 5 through June 10 , 1982. These figures first appeared
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in Extribit 3-5. As we said in Section 3.1, the assumption behind Ehe

adoption of Èhese averages as standards is Ëhat the determinanEs of

average yard time, principally mean processing tiue and block pickup

frequency, vary in a similar pattern over Ehe course of each week.

These sEandards represent a compronise between setting a fixed

standard for each day of Ehe week, wirich would ignore the variation

of Ehese determinants of yard tine, and setting a sEandard based on a

fornal esÈimate of the effecË of these factors on yard Eime. In

ChapÈer 3, we saw that such a forroal estimate was infeasible for East

Deerfield. Data on processing time and block pickup frequency was

unavailabte, and outbound train frequency proved Èo be an

unsatisfactory proxy for block pickup freguency. Software Èhat rnay

be added Eo Èhe BosÈon and Mainers mnnagemenÈ inforroation system in

the near fuÈure oay produce for each day a urore accuraÈe sEandard

yard Eime, one based on actual train times and connection volumes,

and a standard PMAKE function for the yard.

Also appearing the botEon half of the weekly report shown in

ExhibiE 4-3 are the actual inbound volurp, number of outbound trains,

average yard Eime, and crews. A person at the yard inserts Ehese

numbers into the program at Èhe end of each week. Outbound trains

are shown es a rneans of providing an aË leasE approximate way of

judging Ehe extent to !ùhich a rise in yard time is explainable by

reference to a drop in Ehe frequency of outbound block pickup as

opposed Eo a rise in mean processing Eime. On the basis of the
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parameters of Ehe switcher use standard, and the actual inbound

volume for each day, the program calculates Ehe number of crews that

should have been worked each day. ttCrews, standard" are shown at the

boEtom of Exhibit 4-3.

Whereas the first page of the weekly report (Exhibit 4-3) shows

physical performance for the week, and juxtaposes it with standards,

the second page of the report (Exhibit 4-4) shows actual costs for

the week and juxtaposes them with the budget. The top half of

Exhibir 4-4 is identical ro rhe rop half of Extribit 4-2, which was

the second page of the volume-variable budget. Below this section is

a reporÈ "froo this week's Payroll Control ReporËr' of the rnoney paid

t.o switcher crews and Lo all yard personnel. The Payroll Control

Report was developed by Boston and Maine, and is produced weekly by

their rnainfraue couputer sysÈem. (As mentioned above, the programs

for the budgeE and Ëhe weekly expeose report were designed by this

author for use on a microcomputer. ) The bottom section of Extribit

4-4 sumnarizes the perform:nce of Ëhe yard over the pasE week in

terms of a number neasures, and in the case of each also provides a

standard with wtrich both the yard mânager and his superiors at

headquarters can evaluate this performéInce. The sources of these

measures and standards are as follows.

--standard and actual yard Eime are from the "\ÿeektt column of

page one of Èhe weekly report (fxfriUit 4-3).
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--car cost is Èhe product of average yard time (standard or

acËual, as Ëhe case uay be), the budgeÈed hourly car cost, and actual

inbound volume.

--total crews worked come from Èhe "week" columr of Extribit 4-3.

--4-man crews worked are calculated by the prograu as the

difference between total and 3-man crews.

--in consultation with one of East Deerfield's rrnagers, a

standard was set stipulating Èhat Èhe number of 3-man cre!ÿa worked

each week should be five. The actual number of 3-man crews is

inserted below Èhe sÈandard at the end of each week.

--the same consulÈaÈion led to a sËandard of. 2L utility men per

week. The actual number is inserted below Èhe standard.

--budgeted yard T&E (train and engine) labor cosÈ is the

standard number of crews (wtrictr given this week's voluoe was 41)

multiplied by the budgeted cost per crew, wàose co*ponents appear in

the top half of Exhibit 4-4. Actual yard T&E is Ëhe same figure

given higher up in Exhibit 4-4,'rfroo Èhis week's Payroll Control

Report. tr

--the budget for oÈher labor cost is the 1981 weekly average of

these costs, increased by 12 percent Èo accounE for inflation.

Actual other labor cost is calculated by Ehe prograu as Ehe

difference beËween yard T&E labor cost and total labor cost for the

week.

--standard gallons of fuel is the standard number of crews for

this week nultiplied by the standard, given higher up on Extribit 4-4,
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of 68 gallons per crew. Actual fuel consuuption is inserted beneaÈh

Èhe standard.

--boÈh budgeted and actual fuel expense are calculated by the

program as the product of sÈandard or actual gallons of fuel tin§tne

currenÈ estiuated fuel cost per gallon that appeared higher up on

Exhibit 4-4.

--the budget for other expenses was set by raising the average

weekly 1981 cost and raising it by 12 percent for inflation. The

budget figure is also being insert.ed as an estimate of

actual expenses because these expenses do noE. currenÈly become

available to yard personnel soon enough to peruit their tinely

inclusion in the report.

-grand total cost, in the case of both the budget and the

cost for Èhe week, is the sum of car cost, yard T&E labor cost, other

labor co6È, fuel expense, and other expenses.
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@formrnce Over Two Years At East

Deerfield. The econometric analysis of switcher use that we have

developed for East Deerfield is helpful not just in the evaluation of

performance from week to week, but in deÈermining trends in

perforuance over a uuch longer period. Over the pasE t!ÿo years,

while average yard Eines have remained roughly constanË, switcher use

has dropped dramaÈical1y at East Deerfield. Regression analysis of

. this use as a function of volume lets us discern the degree to which

lower switcher use has resulted merely from Ëhe generally downward

Erend in voluroe over the trdo years, and Ehe degree to wtrich, on the

conËrary, lower switcher use cen be traced to other changes at Èhe

yard. These changes include the rebuilding of the yard during the

su ers of 1980 and 1981 so that all switching can be done from a

single hump, personnel changes, and enhancemenEs of Ëhe conÈrol

sysEen that have been encouraged by the ongoing discussion of the

issues now being examined by Ehis thesis. One purpose of Ehe

volume-variable crew sEandard is Èo guage inprovemeuÈ in productivity

from other factors besides inbound volume, such as capital

improvements that let Ehe yard operate rnore efficiently.

Regression analysis of the evolution of perforûence over the two

years involved the developmenE of three distinct regression uodels of

swiËcher use as a functiou of inbound volume. Each corresponds Eo a
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different period. The first is for the spring of 1980; the second

for the summer of 1981; and the third, wtrich is the oue we already

presented in Extribits 3-16 and 3-17, for the spring of L982, Key

staÈistics regarding the rnean, variability, and correlation of

inbound volume and switcher use are presented in Exhibit 4-5.

Regression uodels for the three periods appear in Exhibit 4-6. The

explanatory power of the 1980 and 1982 models is adequate (.204 and

.364) but that of the 1981 is very low (.065). Exhibit 4-7 shows the

corresponding scatter plots and fitted regression lines for the 1980

and 1981 periods. (fne analogous plot and line for the 1982 period

rdas showu in ExtribiÈ 3-17. ) In order to provide a direct comparison

artrong the effecE§ of volume on swiÈcher use during the Ehree periods,

the line fitted in each of the three regë:ression analyses have been

T
plotled on the same pair of axes in Exhibit 4-8. Although the diagram

appears to indicate improvement in perfornurnce in terms of switcher

use over the three 'years, this result musË be interpreEed with

caution due to the high uncertainty of the coefficients of the

models, especially the 1981 nodel.

4.3 Recornmendations for Control at 'vùoippy. Havins described Ëhe

volume-variable budget and weekly performance reporÈ thaÈ we

developed for East Deerfield, q/e novr Eurn to a sirnilar seE of budget
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EXHIBIT 4.5

EAST DEERFIELD YARD -
KEY STATISTICS ON INBOUND

I'OLUI4E AND CREI,IS WORKED FOR

PERIoDS IN T980, 1981, AND t982

peri od
covered
by data

inbound volume:

mean

maximum

minimum

standard deviation
mean/(standard de-

vi ati on )

crews worked:

[Ean

maximum

minimum

standard deviation
nnan/(standard de-

vi ati on)

April 3 through
August 18, '198I

(for avai'lable data)

March 7
through
June 12,

I 980

559

1127

221

I85

3.0

315

418

17s

57

5.5

March 5
through
June 10,

I 982

4t3

643

178

Ir6
3.5

7.21

8
't

't.t4

5.3

6.'t0
7

5

0.73

8.4

5.75

7

4

0.55

I0.5

comelation coeffi-
cient between
inbound volume on .460 .280 .609
day I and crews
worked on day I
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EXHIBIT 4.6

EAST DEERFIELD YARD . REGRESSION

MODELS OF SI,.IITCI-IER USE AS A

FUNCTION OF INBOUND VOLUME

FOR PERIODS IN ]980, 1981 , AND ]982
(t-statistics in parentheses)

March 7 through June 
.l2, 

1980:

crews worked, day I = 5.63 + .00283 (inbound volume, day l)
(17 .21 (s.1 )

corrected R2 = .204

April 3 through August .l8, '198.| (ltor tyqiljrble data):

creu,s worked, day 'l = 4.97 + .00359 ( i nbound vol ume, day I )
('t0.6) (2.+)

corrected R2 = .065

March 5 through June '10, '1982:

crews worked, day I = 4.55 + .00291 (inbound volume, day l)(27.4) (7.5)

corrected R2 = .364
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EXHIBIT 4-7

EAST DEERFIELD - INBOUND CARS
AND FITTED LINE FOR PERIODS IN

VERSUS CREWS

1980 AND t98t

E

Et

CTCW S

wor ke

i:;8
?

6

5

4

3

e

EEIEtr

trrl
trE T IEEtr

tr EItrtr EI

EtrEtr tr

tr

EEI EIEI IE

trr

regressl on
I 'ine

BE
t
2 4BE 6BB 8BE 1 EEE

'inbound cars
March 7 through June 

.l2, .1980

leE6
per day

BE
4

1

tr IEtr trE trEEr[ tr fi tted
regres si on

line

58B
'inbound cars per day

I 981

3BB
through August 18,

.I86 
-

March 27
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and perfornance reports that could be uade part of the exisâting

mânegement information systen at l{oippy. }Ie lrill also int.roduce some

reports Ehat could easily be produced at l,Ioippy given Ehe data

already collected Ëhere, and r+hich we 6nitted irom the East

Deerfield control system because thaÈ yard does not now collect Ehe

needed daEa. Ilowever, were East Deerfield to begin this data

collection, and create (as tloippy would also still need to) a rneans

to routinely process Ehe dat,a into Ehe form required by the reports

T{e propose, these reports could usefully be added Eo Èhe EasE

Deerfield control system as we11.

Three differences exist between the suggested conÈrol sysEems

for East Deerfield and for Woippy. First, whereas Ehe East Deerfield

standard for swit,cher use is voluæ-variable, the one for I'Ioippy is

fixed, reflecting Ehe relatively low variability of volume and Èhe

rigidity of Ehe crew schedule at EhaË yard. Secoud, a distinct

standard for switchersrfuel use exists for East Deerfield, but a

standard cost per switcher-hour is used in the budgeÈ and in the

performance report for Woippy. This unit cost includes labor, fuel,

maintenance, and Ehe depreciation of the locomotive. Third, whereas

Ëhe East Deerfield standard for yard time is a fixed one based on Ëhe

averege yard time for each of the seven days of the week during a

period in the spring of 1982, the l{oippy standard refers not to

average yard Eime as a r+àole, but to processing time only. This

sLandard, which is divided into classification and processing Eine
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portions, is fixed over the seven days of Ehe week.

A volume-variable budget Ehat could be developed aÈ Iùoippy is

shown in Extribit 4-9. This budget coulC be integraÈed into the

budgeÈ that the SNCF currently prepares for the yard. It is

basically .o"fgou" to the budget for EasÈ Deerfield Ehat we presented

in Extribits 4-1 and 4-2. The cost per swiÈcher-hour and cost per

car-hour were provided Èo Èhis auÈhor by Èhe SNCF. The total number

of switcher hours Èo be worked per week is taken from Ehe switcher

schedule. Ehat appeared in Exhibit 3-18. I{e are thus adopEing

I{oippy's switcher schedule as its standard for switcher use. This

standard is analogous to the standard for average yard Eime that we

proposed for Eaet Deerfield in Sectiod 4.2L: it is volume-variable

in the sense ËhaË it is,set in advance to correspond Eo the pattern

of operations that the yard typically experiences over Lhe course of

a week, but once seÈ, does not vary with actual operating conditions.

As we said in Section 3.5, a sËandard for switcher use Ehat varied

with actual, as opposed to anEicipated, volutre would be inappropriate

for trIoippy because of the great limitation on Èhe ability of Ehe yard

Eanager to modify the pre-set switcher schedule in response Eo volume

variations.

Standard averege processing and waiE Eimes were chosen by this

author on the basis of actual perfor-ance at l{oippy during the first

week of October, 1981, as su"-arized in Exiribit 3-42. The standard
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EXHIBIT 4.9

SAMPLE OF VOLUME-VARIABLE BUDGET,

I'IO I PPY YARD

T}T3 TEEf,LT VOLUIiE VTRITBLE BUDGEÎ
WTPII CIÀSSIFICÀTIOIT Y}RD

PBOCESSING TI}IE. . .

STIIIDÀRD ÀVERÀGE
cÀIÎ ltHE

FOR IJEEIT:

TOTTT
PROCESS-

sI'ITCHER CÀE INC
OUTEOUND COST COST COST

VOLU}IE ( FRI}ICS) ( EBÀNCS) ( ERÀNCS)

COST PER Et'TTCHEB
ST'ITCHEE HOURS TO

COSÎ PEB CÀR HOUR

STÀNDÀED ÀITENÀGE

HOUF. . . ..
BE UORI(ED

220.0q ERÀNcs
631 HOUBS

L.22? ERÀNCS

6 HOURS

6.5 HOURS

23q? 0?
z4z08t
249{55
25 6s7,?
7,64203
?.? t5??
278r§1

r3000
l{000
15000
16000
r7000
18000
19000

l38St5
1388{5
t 38Ef §_

l308tl5
1388{5
t380.15
1388{S

9t862
103236
110610
r17r8{
12t358
t327 32
140106

cÀR
9051

DURING
UAIT

( FBàNCS )

103851
tlt839
l1r82t
L2? 8l 6

135805
143793
l517SZ

EXD PTGE
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for average yard Èime must be variable for EasÈ Deerfield over the

seven days of Ehe ryeek to take into account Ëhe variations in the

frequency of outbound block pickups. In contresE, yard Èime

sÈandards for Tfoippy can be in a fixed form because Ehe processing

and waiE portions of this yard tine can be æasured seperately.

Ilaving a fixed standard for processing time implies EhaÈ Ehe yard

mâneger should ensure Ëhat processing tiue is affected neither by

inbound volume nor by any other operating condiEions. The fixed

standard for waiE time for the week, ou the oÈher hand, reflects Ehe

overall frequency of block pickups over the course of the week. The

mean wait would be expected to vary with Èhe pickup rate over Èhe

course of the weekly cycle of operaÈions.

On the basis of these unit costs and standards, the conputer

program ÈhaÈ produces Ehe budget calculaÈes Ehe volume-variable

budget for a number of volume levels that is shown in the bottou of

nxhibit 4-9. Note that, in contrasÈ Eo the budget for EasÈ

Deerfield, only Ehe car cost portion of the budget is

volume-variable, not Èhe portion for swiEcher use. The hourty cost

per car and the sËandard rlean processing Eimes ere constant over all

volumes, buE more cars meens more car-hours and higher cer cost.

Also ooÈe that the ÈoÈa1 processing cost for wtrich Èhe yard mrnager

responsible includes only the cost of cars nihile they are undergoing

processing, not during their waiE for pickup. A volume-variable

budgeË for the cost of cars during Eheir waic is shown in the

;-ç
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bottom right of Extribit 4-9. This budget would be the responsibility

of Ehe manager would oversees the movemenË of trains over the main

line.

As for the reporting of actual performance at the end of each

week and comparison of it with.a"ÀU, severel kinds of reports

could be developed Èhat would provide a better suynmery of the data

already collected at lloippy yard. Samples of the current SNCF

reports of arriving and departing trains were shown in Exhibits 3-22

through 3-25. Samples of reports that rvould su*arize the current

ones are shown in E:<tribiÈs 4-10 and 4-11 . The Report of Trains

Arriving in Extribit 4-10 would isolate on one sheet of paper some

critical datL about each Erain that currently appear in less

accessibte foru on trro seperate, Eore detailed reports (those sho!ÿn

in Extribits 3-22 and 3-23). This data includes, for each train, its

humber, scheduled and actual arrival time, number of cars, and Èime

at wtrich classificaÈion ended. The computer progrem generating the

report rsould then calculate and present, as shown in the two

righthand colunns of Extribit 4-10, the time between actual arrival

and Ehe end of classificaÈion, and the number of car minutes incurred

during Ehis period. Finally, at Ehe bottom of Ëhe Extribit appears

Ehe average duraËion of the tiue between arrival and classification

for the yard on a wtrole ongin Èhis example;October 2,1981. An

analogous proposed Report of Trains Departed is shown in Extribit

4-11. It sunmarizes key data on each Èrain thaÈ appears in Ehe
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EXHIBIT 4.IO

SAMPLE REPORT OF

ARRIVING TRATNS FOR I,IOIPPY YARN.

INCLLINING MEA.N CLASSIFICATIOI! TIt{E

UOIPPY CLÀSSIFICÀTIOII YÀRD

REPOBT OF TRÀINS ÀRRiVING

ÀCTUÀL
ÀRRIVÀL

TII'IE

t
35

?,q

{l
102
tz0
t42
112
t3?
203
23t
232
2{5
3{5
q0z

DÀTE
z

NUMB E R

OF

cÀRs

34

2?

3{
4S

lg
23
z0
1q

40

{9
4?

24
30
l8
37

TIONTH

l0

TII'IE
ÀT 1,,7H I CH

CLÀSS-
FICÀTIO!'I

ENDED

YEÀR
l9B1

TIHE
NE EDED

EOR

CLÀSS.
F i CÀTI ON

(MIlIS. )

cÀR
},T I NUTE S

zl7 f,

30,15

3tlô8
5 04 0

z0 12

29 6?
1260
5320
68A0
s929

L LqZi
2530
4??A
L9 52
7 0 ô7

SCHED-
UL ED

TRÀ I T'I ÀRR I VÀ[
IU}TEER TIITE

20325
20315
68791
62t24
31164

?24
30307
65656
45535
67893
30313
67?92
67 ttz
62185
6? t82

I
25

30

4l
106
120
t32
r 35
148
r53
z3t
232
?tl§
30r
33{

105
zz0
206
233
236
3?9
245
344
429
tl 04
63q
ql7
524
534
713

6{
r05
t0z
tt2
114
t?9

63
t5z
t7z
1?t
243
105
159
109
lrt

TOTÀL z0l8

ÀVERÀGE DURÀTI ON

OF CLÀSSIFICÀTIO}I

STÀNDÀRD

ÀCTUÀt

357840

2"50

2.96
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EXHIBIT 4-I.I

SAMPLE REPORT OF

DEPARTING TRAINS FOR I^,OIPPY YARD.

INCLUDING I,IEAII ASSEMBLY TII4E

T'OIPPY CLÀSSIEICÀTION YÀRD

REPORT OF TRÀINS DEPÀRTED

5CHED.
UL ED

DE PÀRT-
URE

TI},TE

13

1q

t0?
106
137
153
2,20

253
306
307
3t0
330
35q
357
4 ?,0

YEÀR
1981

TII'TE
NEEDED

EOR

ÀSS EME L Ï
(t'IINS. )

ÀCTUÀL

DEP.{RT.
URE

TIHE

13
1{

102
106
137
153
zz0
7Aâ
aJ!

315
207
310
330
s16
3§?
420

TRÀ IN
NUMBEB

68935
4qe92
30321
6? 332
67108
30 32?
67103
t0336
6l{{t
6.883{
67109
6l e0 3
6?269
6?209
6?LZS

L .lt rt

HIilUTES

q67 t
6802

zz5? I
1057
9t88
704î
r7l0
orü
38t5

10812
21é0

10800
6930
gt42
3360

512{00

DATE
?,

I'r0NTl{
t0

TIME
I.IUMEER ÀT lÀ,TilCH

OF ÀSSE}TELY

CÀRS gTÀRÎED

z1
38
68

?

44
2'

?

{9
t9
5t
LZ

48
30
46
t6

173
L7 ?

332
151
z2?
?,43

250
188
203
2!Z
180
?1q

23t
t?7
210

2 L?0
2tl5
1930
22 33
2150
2150
zzt0
23q5
2350

" 
t tq

10
2345

25
100

50

TOTÀL

ÀVERÀGE DURÀ'I'I ON
.OF ÀSSEMBLY IN HOURS

5TÀNDÀRD

ÀCTUÀL

2306

3.50

3.70
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existing SNCF reports shown in Extribits 3-24 and 3-25, and sEates Èhe

everage time between the start of assembly of a train and its acEual

departure.

Ilaving explained how mean processing time could be conÈrolled at

I{oippy on a daily basis, we now Èurn Èo Ehe control of wait time.

One way Eo control wait time each day would be to sinply define waiÈ

time as Ehe difference between Iuean processing Eime, as we proposed

just above to report it, and averege total yard Eime, as currently

reported by the SNCF documenÈ shown in Extribit 3-2. The drawback of

Ehis rnethod is thaE if we wanE to hold the yard rnanager responsible

for processing Eime, and the road messger responsible for wait time,

we need good ueasures of Èhe performânce of both. BuÈ our rreasure of

yard time would, under this nethod, rely on the SNCF's current

approximaÈion of average yard time for each day. As we explained in

Section 3.31, this is noÈ a fu1ly accurate Eeasure of the yard Eiue

for the cars departing each day, because iÈ excludes Ehe yard Eime

the departing cars incurred on previous days, and includes some of

the time incurred by cars thaÈ rril1 leave on future days.

A beÈEer way Eo measure waiL time is to do so direcEly, using

the estimation procedure described in Section 3.4. In facE, a useful

\{ay Eo presenE a su"-ary of Ehe wait time incurred at the yard on

a given day would be to provide a report wtrose formet would be

identical with Exhibits 3-40 and 3-41. These reports staÈe Ehe
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conponents of Eean wait time for each day, including Èhe wait for

block pickup and the wait incurred by left cars. They also show Ehe

mean waits for each outbound block. These reports Ehus complenent

the proposed reports otr arriving and departing Èrains, wtrich show

rnean processing Èime for each train and for the yard as a whole.

The daily reports on processing tines and wait, times we have

just described could be sur"r'arized in a weekly performance report

having the forrnat shown in Extribits 4-L2 and 4-13. This two-page

weekly report for trIoippy is basically similar to Èhe oue for EasË

Deerfield shown in Extribits 4-3 and 4-4. The differences parallel

those we have already seen in the volume-variable budgets for the Ewo

yards: Ehe standard for switcher use is volume-variable for East

Deerfield buÈ fixed for each day of Èhe week aÈ l,Ioippy; car movement

performance is controlled in terms of mean yard time at Eest

Deerfield, but in terms of mean processing time aÈ t{oippy; and East

Deerfieldrs yard Eime standard is a fixed one, but is differenÈ for

each day of Ehe week, lùi1e Woippy's processing time standard

doesntt vary at all. In the firsË page of the weekly performance

report for l{oippy, shown in ExtribiE 4-L2, acÈuel rean classification

and assembly times for I'Ioippy from Ehe week ended October 8, 1981 ,

are juxtaposed with proposed standards. These sEandards are 2.5

hours for the average time from train arrival to Ehe end Eo

classification, and of 3.5 hours for the average time frou the stert

of a Èrain's assembly to its departure, for the Eotal meân processing
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SAMPLE IilEEKLY REPORT FOR I^JOIPPY YARq (PAGE I OF 2I
rEt[[I P[RFonllrflCt REP081
UOIPIT CIÀSSITICÀlIOX TTRI!

sEYEil DÀTS EIIITD

TIIURSIiTT

(PÀGE I ()E 2)

0À18 t{0r{1H tEÀnI l0 r98l

5ÀT
3

t0

?515

TUE

6

10

l§86

nEEt(ïEII ÏHU
1t

t0 t0

3013 2it7

5Ur{

I
t0

ÀTID

t{0t{
5

10

1899
0u180ut{D vol,lmE
(000 HRs ITRU 000 HIS)..

SUTTCHTB.H(}UBS

ItÀt{N[D.

rcfltl,.

TlIEEAGE

c[Àss IE IcÀTI 0t{ TII{[ :

STTI{DÀRII.

ÀcTt À[.

lvtnÀGt
t55$tE[,ï TIr{E:

sÎÀt{DtRD.

Àcn À[-

rOTTt PROCESSII{G îIf,E:

5TÀHDTRD.

ÀcTUtt.

[VIRÀGE IJÀIT
TOI BI, OCI( P I CIUP

ÀVEBÀGT DELÀT DUE

T0 LEIT l0llt{ÀGE: . .. -

T()IÀI, ÀVIBÀGE ÏÀ8D TI}IE:

rcflÀl, (sut 0t À80vr! .

ÀCTUIL ( T5 HEÀ5URED

$IRTCTLÏ}.

3.50 3.50

3.31 {. 1{

6.00 6.00

5. 
'3 

6 . 1l

5.0s r{.53

0.{t 0.61

TRI
I

l0

l5t{

113

n3

tol 8{

101 t2.833

10?

l0?

I 559{

ôJt

r30

rt3

113

z. 50

1 . r8

3.50

{.0{

6.00

6.02

{.55

0. ?1

rtt

113

t.50

1.89

3.50

3.45

6. 00

5.3{

{.52

0. r9

2.50

2. rÉ

3. 50

3. 70

6. !0

6. 66

{.50

0.3s

2.50

3. 6!

2.50

t. 0t

z. 50

t. 39

3.50

3.10

6. 00

5. {1

2.50

2. 3l

3.50

3.61

d .00

5. 
'2

5. t?

0. §0

5.0t

0. 7î

ll.51 1r.39 21.35

11.91 13.1? 20.01

I 1 .3t il .29 10.05

i2.3t t0 .69 t.6{

1!. 3{

r! (r
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EXHIBIT 4.I 3

SAI4PLE hTEEKLY REPoRT FoR WorPPy YARp (PAGE 2 0F 2)

BIETL' PERFOR}I.TNCE REPORT
3otPPr gLlsslFl cÀÎroil TIRD

EEVEII DÀTE ETIDED

DÀTE }IOItTII YEÀR
llluBEDÀI 0 r0 lr8r,

(,PÀGE 3 O§ Z'

CURNEN|I ÀYERÀGE COSI PE8:

CIE-HOUR 1.7L9 FRÀtICg

EUITCHER.}IOUB. 33C. O{. EBÀNCs

ouTEoulttr vorulrE EoF uEEr rJSe{

crR
cosT TolÀ cÀR

ÀVERTGE DUNIX SUIÎCH PROCESS COSÎ
PROCESS PBOCES EIJIICH ER ING DUEI}TG

INC IN EB COEÎ COSÎ AVEBÀCE UAIT
fIIrE (FRilCs) HOURS (FRltCS) (FRltCS) UIIT (FRNCS)

BUDGEÎ 6. 00 I l {r?0 63 I I 388{§ 253835

ÀcTuÀL J.?Z t13397 630 138588 251985 6.{3 123137

DIFF 0 -t$r3 -r -23? -1850

PCT DIFF -l -l 0 0
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Eime standard of 6.0 hours. Near the bottorn of ExtribLt 4-12 is a

report of the conponents of mean waiE time on each day. Since the

frequency of block pickups and left cars varies over Ehe course of

the week, no standard has been set for wtraÈ ruean waiL time should be

for each day. (A mean wait time such as Ehe 6.5 hours we used in

I,Ioippy's volume-variable budget could be used Eo evaluate for Ëhe

week as a whole the wait-Èime perfor -nce of the EÉrnager of oainline

train movements.) Finally, at the very botÈom of Extribit 4-L2,

actual yard time from two sources is reported: the sum of oean

processing time and roean wait time as reported in the upper parts of

Exttibit 4-L2, and average yard time as measured directly by the SNCF

and reported as shown in Exhibit 3-2. This serves as a check of the

work of the personnel involved in developing the two sets of figures.

The two figures do not precisely agree because of the fact Èhat both

are estimates. (For the reesons described above, the average yard

time as measured directly is like1y a less accuraEe indicator of Ehe

yard time of the cars in the yard on each day.)

The second page of the proposed !ÿeekly expense report for tr{oippy

is very similar to Èhe volune-variable budget of E:dribit 4-9. The

central difference is that now, standard processing time and standard

switcher hours, and budgeËed swiÈcher and car costs, are juxtaposed

wiÈh actual volume and perfornence.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The conflict between delegation and centralization of

decision-making that inheres in any large organization is exacerbaÈed

on Èhe railroad because of its geographical dispersion, the need for

daily coordinaÈion of its operations, and its need to respoud quickly

to traffic fluctuations, weather, accidenÊs, and equipment fail,rres

aÈ outlying points. A rail terminal, r'trose prineiple function is

typically Èo sort railcars in its classification yard, is an

important example of such a outlying point. If the financial

performance of the.railroad is to be adequate, headquarters

rnnagenenÈ musE have some wey of ensuring that the perforulânce of the

terminal in terms of boËh cost and car ûrovenent is consisEent with

the system budget and the need to provide origin-to-destinaÈion trip

time and reliability that ettracts sufficient shippers and revenue.

Ilowever, Ëhey cannot run Ehe yard from headquarters. Instead, they

must delegaËe the auÈhority to operaËe the yard to e Eaneger wtro is

in Eouch with local conditions. In order to bridge Ehe gap of

distance and informaËion beEveen headquarters and yard,

headquarters needs to establish a seÈ of perforuance
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standards that keep both headquarters and rhe yard apprised of wtrat

yard perforunnce should be if it is to conÈribute adequately to Lhe

needs of the system.

A performance standard for a classificaÈion yard, we have seen,

should fulfi11 three roles. Each helps bridge the gap between

headquarters and the yard. It should help headquarters predict wtraE

yard perforuance will be, and how it will affecE sysÈem performaasgl

it should consequenEly provide a way to distiguish problem spots by

showing where performance has\@\"fo* q*rat was predicted; and

finally,,it should serve to inform Ehe yard manager of Ehe needs of

the system and moËivate him to perform as predicted, wtrich mây Deen

performing as he has in the past or somewhat better.

Ileadquarters will elicit yard perforuânce Ehat is consistent in

terus of cost and service with needs of the systen to Ehe extenÈ they

esÈablish stendarde for that performence that respecË Ehe constrainEs

of the yard menagers. If a sÈandard fails Èo respecÈ the yard

nenagerrs coostraints, on the other hand, it nay fail to fulfill any

of its Ëhree purposes. 0f particular concern ere Ehe constraints

imposed by st.andards for perforrnnce in other areaa ( the yard Eaneger

who is trying to fulfill a standard for swiEcher use rnay also face a

poEenEially conflicting standard for the processing times of cars)

and by Ehe yard EéInegerrs lack of Eotal control over a particular

perfor-rnce Eeasure ( such as average yard time, wtrich depends not
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0njust on the rapidity with wtrich Èhe yard processes cars, but 
6Èhe

frequency rrith wtlich Èhese cars are picked up by nainline trains ).

The problem is that operaEing conditions affecEing Ehese constraints,

such as inbound volume and the frequency of block pickups, vary from

day to day. If a standard fails to take into account the yard

Itrenegerrs constraints it will fail to predict, at least wtrenever it

prescribes a betÈer perfor-ance then the yard Eérneger can acheive.

If iÈ predicts poorly, it will fail to serve as a Èroubleshooter that

highlights problem spots. Finally, if in its failure to Eake inro

account the yard mânager's constraints, iÈ prescribes performance

Ehet is significantly better -- or rÿorse -- than whaE Ehe yard

Eanager can achieve, it !ÿi11 become roeaningless to both he and his

superiors aÈ headquarters. The ruore a standard Eakes Ehese

variations in operaÈing conditions into account, conversely, the more

effective rri1l it be as predictor, troubleshooter, and rnoËivator.

We have examined a specÈrum of techniques for esÈablishing

standards that, are reflective of Ehe yard Eânagerrs constraints. I{e

did so by means of analysis of daÈa from tlro very differenÈ railroad

yards: Woippy yard, on the French National Railways, and East

Deerfield yard, on the Boston and Maine, a U,S. railroad. These

Ëechniques differenEiate Ehemselves in terms of Ehe cost of data

collectioa and processing they require, and the complexity of the

computations used Eo develop a standard from Èhe data. One way Eo

Eake into account the variaEions of these operating conditions Ehat
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is adequate in at least some situaÈions is to establish a differenE

fixed performance standard for each day of the week. These standards

mighE well be based on average perforoance over sone recent past

period. In this way, the sËandard reflects how the average weekly

cycle of operations, including average v«rlume, outbound train

frequency, and other operaÈing conditions, has been affecting Ehe

perforuance Eeasure of int,erest. This is the solution we recommend

for the establishment of a switcher use staudard at l{oippy, and a cer

movemenË sEandard at East Deerfield.

Where Èhe variations in this paÈtern from week to week is wide,

however, or wtrere the added cosÈ of collecÈing and handling the

needed data is 1ow, a standard based on eiËher more disaggregaÈe data

or nore complex computaÈions mây be appropriate. This is solution we

recommeûd for the setÈing of a switcher-use sEandard at East

Deerfield, and e cer-Eovement standard at l{oippy. In order to

reconcile, in the face of constent fluctuations of voluue, the needs

to seE standards for both the yardts car rnovenenE performance and its

cost perfornence, a volume-veriable standard is needed for either for

cosE (particularly that of switcher use) or for car movemenE. In

accordance with Èhe apparent goals of management, we chose Èo

esËablish volume-variables sEandards for the one item of cost thaÈ

the yard rnrnager must, if the switchers are to remain well-utilized,

vary significantly in response Eo changes in volume: switcher use.
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First let us examine the standard for switcher-use for East

Deerfield, which we recorTrmend be set by means of a computaEional

technique - linear regression -- that is somewhat more complex Ehan

those used by the Boston and Maine Corp. to set performnnce

standards unÈi1 now. An alternaÈive adopEed by nany railroads for

the setting of a volume-standard for swiEcher use is Èo set a

standard that expresses the number of switcher-hours EhaE should be

worked as a simple proportion of volume. The problem with ttris

Èechnique is that it ignores the substantial fixed portion of

switcher use, use that must be uainEained no roatter wtraE the volune.

Indeed, the unit standard for switcher use shares the saue seE of

drawbacks as a fixed standard for swiÈcher use: if the yard

Esneger's goal is to keep processing time steady and switchers

well-utilized, then over some renges of volume, both the fixed and

unit sÈardards will either prescribe more switcher-hours Ehan are

needed to do the job, or too few. If a standard is unrealistically

optimistic, the yard m.anager rri1l be unable Èo attain it and it r.rill

fail to predict. If it is either overly optinisÈic or overly

generous to the yard rnanager, it will serve neither as a Eeans for

headquarters to identify problem areas, nor as a rÿay for headquarters

Eo rnoEivaËe the yard rn^angger to strive for better performance. A

standard that is either unrealistically high or low will be ignored.

In contrasÈ Eo Ehe regression-based switcher-use standard we

recommended for East Deerfield, we recornmended a day-of-week standard
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for l{oippy that takes Ëhe form of Ehe existing switcher schedule. At

I{oippy, the establishment of a switcher uee sÈandard Ehat predicts,

helps troubleshoot, and motivates requires that we respect another

kind of constrainÈ: the inability of Êhe yard mânager to

significantly alter the switcher schedule in the face of inbound

volume fluctuations. The tow explanatory power of inbound volume as

a determinant of switcher use at l{oippy is evidence of ehis

inflexibility. Another reason for the low effect of volune on

switcher use at l{oippy is the relatively low variability of voluue at

Woippy. The rat.io of -ean inbound volume per day to its

standard deviat.ion at East Deerfield is 3.6, wtrereas over Ehe days of

the week wtren the yard is open, this raEio at l{oippy is 6.7. (See

Exhibit 3-I2.) For Ehese reesona, the detailed lüoippy swiÈcher

schedule in Extribit 3-18 constiÈutes an appropriate standard for

switcher use. In deciding to set as I{oippyrs standard for switcher

use the number of switcher hours scheduled for each day of the week,

we are respecEing the inability of yard mrnagers Uo significantly

alter the swiËcher schedule that is set et the sEart of each

six-month period.

A standard will also be ineffectual as predictor,

troubleshooEer, and notivator if it refers to an activity treasure

over which the yard has no control. The example we have examined is

average yard Eime, whose wait portion is a funcEion of the frequency

of block pickups and of left cars, events over which the yard m:nager
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has litt1e or no control. A standard for Ehe car rnovement

performance of Ehe yard uust be found that respects Ehe fact that Ehe

rr:rnagert s perforuânce in terms of yard time is constrained by pickup

and 1ef t car freque.ncies. To control service performance in a rÿay

ËhaÈ respects the yard mâneger's inability to affect car pickup

frequencies, the yard must eiÈher undertake Ehe separate measurenenE

of Ehe processing and waiE portions of yard Èime, or at least set

yard tine standards that reflect the weekly paÈtern of fluctuation in

the determinants of yard Eime.

As we nentioned above, we adopted the former solution for

l{oippy, and Ehe latter for East Deerfield. In the case of Ehe

standard for switcher use, our choice beÈween a volume-variable

or day-of-week sEandard hinged on the relative variabiliÈy at the

two yards of an operating condition EhaË affects the level of

pêrformance the yard mansger cen atÈain. In contrasÈ, in Èhe case of

Ehe car-novenent slandard, our recoomendations for the standards ÈheÈ

should be used at the two yards turn on another critical

consideration: the cost of the standard itself.At East Deerfield,

where the rneans to collecÈ aod process this data would be mre

costly, rre reconrmend the use of a sEandard average yard time for each

day of the week thaÈ corresponds Èo actual perforuance during a

recent period. The hypothesis underlying this standard is that

because of the weekly cycle of volume and Èrain schedules, block

pickup frequencies and left tonnege rates also ebb and flow in such a
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cycle. I{e reconrmend Ehe simpler day-of-week car movement sEandard

for East Deerfield, wtrere putÈing in place the ræans for the regular

collection of Èhe needed daEa at the yard would enEail a significant

rise in clerical and data-handling costs. At l{oippy, on Ëhe other

hand, where the neccessary data is already collecEed, the solution we

proposed is to ueasure processing times and report their average.

Since personnel already conÊ.inuaI1y record the needed data, the

benefits of having producing reports thaÈ staÈe the processing and

wait, components of average yard time were judged Eo far outweigh Ehe

added expense of the additional data handling.

If a standard is to respect the yard nranager's constraints, it

must also be siuple enough to be able to serve as Èhe subject of

negotiation between yard mrnager and headquerters. The yardrs actual

performance and the standard should be easily sun'narLzed in a few

figures that headquarters and the yard oanager caû rnonitor and look

for trouble spots. However, it should be based on data disaggregaEe

enough to let managers find wtraÈ exactly is the problem indicated by

a rnore aggre^-gate figure" These features \.rere present in the budgets

and weekly performance reports we presented. For instance, the yard

manager might noÈice that processing Eime on a certain day of Ehe

week was above sLandard. He could then go back Eo the report for Ehe

day and find the particular shift during which processing time rnay

have been Eoo long.
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The establishment of appropriate sÈandards m:y have several

desirable effects. The yard mânager may begin to Eake a tnore

system-wide view toward the role of the terminal. The reports

juxtaposing standard and actual performnnce mây make conrmunication

between yard and headquarters stronger and more two-sided.

Headquarters will take a stronger interest in yard perforuance, and

exert uore pressure for improvemenEs. This means that less slack

will be present in, sâÿ, Èhe number of switcher-hours assigned to a

given workload, and Èhat therefore Ehe switcher use will vary more

with volume. In order Èo exert control, headquarters uust keep in

closer touch with the yard and listen Eo wtraË yard personnel say

abouË hoç.v conditions there justified the number of crerÂrs worked,

This system is transferable to oEher railroads. The heart of

the sysËem is the set of performance standards we have developed.

Another railroad would probably want to begin with the formats we

reconr.end for Ehe budgeEs and reports, and rewrite them in a nerr

couputer progran in a way Ehat incorporated the peculiarities of the

operations, information system, division of responsibilities, and

labor agreements of the particular yard and railroad. However, the

following elements of our sysEero of perforrnance standards are

applicable to all rail classification yards: standards for the key

physical neasures of yard performance, including swiEcher use and car

movenent; developmenË of budgets for both operaËing cosEs and car

costs Ehat are basad on relationships between physical performance
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measures such as car-hours and switcher-hours; wtrere appropriaÈe,

variability of both physical standards and budgets with volume and

other operating condiÈions; and juxtaposition of total cost (actual

and budget) with service pêrformance (actual and standard). Three

ingredients are needed for a railroad to implement a system of

performance sËandards of the kind we have developed: it must have

Ehe inforrnation on cost and service performance ûreasures available in

useable forml iÈ must have variability in its operaEions over Èhe

course of the week and from week to week; and it musE be able to vary

its yard operaÈions in response.

Finally, the concepËs concerning performance standards Èhat

we have brought to lighE for the yard will be applicable iu

other siÈuaÈions, on the railroad and in other industries, wtrere

managers at the headquarters of the system must aE once (1) delegate

Ehe nrnning of ouÈlying facilities to 1ocal EÉrnagers, and (2) ensure

that the perforruance of the outlying facility contributes adequately

to the needs of the systen.
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hlOIPPY YARD . TRAINS OMITTED FROM ALL PROCESSING

TTME DISTRIBUT]ONS PRESENTED IN THIS PAPER.

(The processing of these trains spanned the weekly 24-hour shutdown from
I p.m.Sunday 0ctober 4 to I p.m. Monday October 5.)

arrival time
on Sunday

scheduled actual

APPENDIX A

number
of cars

35

33

6

38

26

4t

ti me

assembly started
on Sunday

5.l5

5ls
255

515

515

515

515

2320 (Sat. )

5r5

515

515

ti me c'lass i fi ed
l4onday afternoon

1324

1 417

1407

I 355

I 340

I 434

departure time
on Monday

schedul ed actual

trai n
n umber

631 04

65658

67170

30355

45521

621 08

527

608

712

835

909

t0t2

n umber
of cars

38

6

28

20

32

25

22

29

30

3l

27

517

500

712

827

900

l0t 0

trai n
number

00743

00703

6'1531

6t e53

6.l315

3035.l

00705

0071 I

67495

61 505

67464

526

534

538

618

739

800

944

r 007

I 153

1237

1428

526

s34

538

618

739

800

944

I 007

rr53

1237

1428
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY AUIIIOR

FOR Cé,LCUIATION OF PMAKE FUNCTION

In the computer prograu Ehis author wroEe to calculate a PMAKE

function is written in the Pascal progranrming language for use on a

microcomputer. It norks as follows. First it establishes in memory

five sets of time intervals, one corresponding to each of the four

processing time distributions we have defined (arrival,

classification, assembly, and departure), and Ehe fifth corresponding

to the Eotal processing Eime distriubtion whose cumulative version

will constitute the basis for our Process PMake function. The

prograu is seÈ Eo have 60 intervals, eech covering 20 minutes, for

each of the five distributions.

The program then examines each Erain arriving during whatever

base period the user has selecËed. (ttris author used data from

Woippy Yard for the firsÈ week of October 198f. ) por each train, the

prograu calculates the difference in minutes between Èhe trainr s

scheduled arrival time and its acEual arrival time. It then finds in

memory Èhe corresponding interval of the arrival deviation

distribution, and places in that interval Ehe number of cars in the

Erain. For example, if the Erain contained 45 cars and arrived 36
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minutes late, Èhe program would add 45 to Ehe number of cars observed

Eo have arrived between 20 and 39 minutes laËe. The program ect.ua11y

execuÈes this process by going through each of the 60 pre-established

intervals and seeing wtrich Èrains should be placed in each. The

resulting distribution for I'Ioippy yard, for the period October I

Ehrough 8, 1981, was shown in Extribit 3-26.

At the same Èime the prograu is seeing which trains should go in

each interval of the arrival distribution, it is also seeing wtrich

trains would fit in the correponding inEerval of Ehe classification

Ëine distribution, ,the classification Eimes having been earlier
I

calculated as the dif ference b&eeu each Erainls

arrival time and the Eime wtren its classif ic*i.ion ended. (rfre l,Joippy

classificaÈion distribution was shown in Exiribit. 3-27.) In an

ent,irely analogous manner, the prograu processes the data on

departing trains to see which Èrains should be included in each of

Ehe 60 intervals of (1) ttre assembly distriburion (nxfriUit

3-28), and (2) Ehe deparrure disrriburion (Exhibir 3-29).

Finally, the progran seEs Eo work convoluÈing Eogether the four

distributions just obtained so as Eo produce a distribution for

total yard processing time. First Ehe arrival distribution is
ô

convoluted wiEh Ehe classidcation tine distribution. Convolution was

described concepËual1y in Seccion 3.4. trühat convoluÈion uleans in

practical terms in Èhis case is that Ehe prograu looks in Èurn aÈ
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every possible conbinetion of the arrival time intervals and Ehe

classification Eine inËervals. This is a total of about 50 tines 60

or 3600 combinations. Each of the two inÈervals in each cout'ination

has associated wittr it a certain percentege of the toEal nurnber of

cars Èhat arrived at the yard during the base period. We can

interpret, these percentages as estimates of the probability Ehat

arrival deviation and classification rsill have these values for a

given train. Assuming that each of the four distributions is

independent, Ëhe product of Èhe percenteges associated wiEh the trÿo

intervals equals the probability Ehat a Ërain will have an arrival

deviation falling in the range of the arrival interval and a

"t.""iQ!.tion Èime falling in the range of the classificatiou

interval. The conputer than Ëakes Ehis product and adds it to the

total probability thaE a train will have some arrival deviaÈion and

some classification time such that their sum falls in the range equal

Èo the sum of the ranges of the two intervals. A greaÈ number of

such combinations of arrival deviation and classificaËion tine rri11

be present.

An example trey help clarify this explanation. Suppose .03 of

the arriving cars arrived between 80 and 99 minutes late, and thaË

.08 of all arriving cars were finished being classfied 140 to 159

minutes afEer Eheir acEual arrival. Then the program would calculaÈe

Ehat the probability was .0024 that a car would experience exacEly

this combination of arrival deviation and classification time. The
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progran r{ould also add .0024 to the total probability that the sum

of a car's arrival deviation plus its classification time would be

between 230 and 249 rainutes. Once the prograu has established in

this manner the distribution of Ehe suu of the arrival deviation and

the classification time, it convolutes Ehis resulting distribution

with the assembly tine distribution and the departure deviaÈion

distribution using convolution procedures idenEical to the one just

described. The resulting total processing Eine distribution for

Iùoippy was shown in density foru in Extribit 3-30.
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